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PASCAS INTRODUCTION:
Documents assembled by Pascas are provided for your individual assessment and exploration. The
contents are sourced from a variety of avenues and publications. Every endeavour is made to determine
that the contents are of the highest level of truth and veracity. At all times we ask that you go within
yourself, to ascertain for yourself, how the contents resonate with you.
Pascas provides these notes and observations to assist us all in the development and growth of our own
pathways and consciousness. Pascas does not hold these contents as dogma. Pascas is about looking
within oneself. Much of what we are observing is new to us readers and thus, we consider that you will
take on board that which resonates with you, investigate further those items of interest, and discard that
which does not feel appropriate to you.
Kinesiological muscle testing, as developed by Dr David R Hawkins and quantified by his Map of
Consciousness (MOC) table, has been used to ascertain the possible level of truth of documents. Such
tested calibration levels appear within the document. We ask that you consider testing same for
yourself. The technique and process is outlined within Pascas documents, such as Pascas Care – Energy
Level of Food. From each person’s perspective, results may vary somewhat. The calibration is offered
as a guide only and just another tool to assist in considering the possibilities. As a contrast, consider
using this technique to test the level of truth of your local daily newspaper.
Contents are not to be interpreted as an independent guide to self-healing. The information sourced
herein is not from a doctor or doctors, and any information provided in this document should not be in
lieu of consultation with your physician, doctor, or other health care professional. Pascas, nor anyone
associated with this document, does not assume any responsibility whatsoever for the results of any
application or use of any process, technique, compound or potion as described within this document.
The sources of contents are noted throughout the document. In doing so, we acknowledge the
importance of these sources and encourage our readers to consider further these sources. Should we
have infringed upon a copyright pertaining to content, graphics and or pictures, we apologise. In such
cases, we will endeavour to make the appropriate notations within the documents that we have
assembled as a service via our not for profit arm, to our interested community.
We offer all contents in love and with the fullness of grace, which is intended to flow to readers who
join us upon this fascinating journey throughout this incredible changing era we are all experiencing.
Aspiring to Living Feelings First,

John.

“Never can one man do more for another man than by making it known of the
availability of the Feeling Healing process and Divine Love.” JD
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The RICHARD MESSAGES:

Extracts:

Celestial Spirit Richard 15 February 2013
via James Reid www.lulu.com
Desire is a very potent force and very accurate in the results of its application. By that I mean that the
clearer your desire and the purer its nature the clearer and purer the results. Everything is drawn to you
by desire whether this desire is realised or not and not all of what is drawn is enjoyed. This brief
paragraph leads into a labyrinth of immeasurable length and depth full of wonder and discovery. It is
the labyrinth of desire. Desire is the motive force of the Law of Attraction.
Initially it is productive to work backwards from what comes to you to wonder about what desires might
underlie this event. When doing this it is desirable to be very accepting of the event that has occurred if
it happens to be not what you would have preferred. Any judgment you make of yourself or others
regarding this event will immediately obscure your assessment of the possible desires that preceded it.
Accept that the event is the result of your desire and that is OK. It is often said by so-called teachers
that the events of life are to teach you and this is taking the bull by the horns to some degree.
Undoubtedly you may and must learn from the events of your life but that is not their purpose. They
are, purely and simply, the product of your desires. What you do with them is entirely up to you and
your desires. There is no end to the creation of events and no end to the possibilities so created. They
provide possibility for learning but what does not?
You may easily find evidence of the development of desire as this is a process taught and used
extensively in your world in order to produce certain defined results such as wealth and material
achievement. Most people are not functioning in such a focussed way and most don’t have a spiritual
focus to their desires. I am not here advising the application of desire in such ways. I am advising the
study of desire itself with desire the subject of the study and the purification of it the desired result.
This is a challenging task and one that will be ongoing. Approach it with a sense of wonder and the
knowledge that you don’t know what you will find. If you begin with any other assumption you may
well step off the path. Desire, this most wonderful of creative forces is a glorious mystery which most
people have barely touched and very few indeed are able to use as it is intended. It is not intended to be
something that is applied as a mantra or stated goal that is used to overcome resistance mental or
emotional. It is a part of the wonderful harmony that comes with the blending with all of life. It is
designed to be a simple, glorious, flowing current that almost seems to take you with it so beautifully
that you lose the sense that you are directing it and become part of all. I am here caught up in the feeling
of my normal life and attempting to put it into words for you. I know that you are feeling a smidgin of
my feelings now.
As always, remember that you will never be alone in this endeavour as we are always with you and we
do whisper (or shout at times) in your ear. Your first step is the development of your desire to discover
about desire. This is not a circular definition despite any suggestion of that.
Desire is a simple and totally natural part of the gifts of Our Mother and Father to all of us. We use it
without thought and receive little training in anything but the repression of desire and the modification
of it in order to suit the desires of another. It is no wonder at all that it is so misunderstood. Desire; It is
the handmaiden of Free Will.
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I will speak no more of this at present in order to allow you to let the effects of our talk enter you and
move within you. A gentle approach is advised as in most things. Love your desire. Accept that your
desires are often confused but never absent. Have fun and allow yourself to be amused at the products
of your desire when appropriate. You will then find the fun in being.
Joy is often present but subsumed by other feelings.
Pay heed to the joy that lurks within you and give it more freedom. Joy is an emotion of love and as you
open to your own joy you also open to our love which is given aplenty. True love is an open door. Pay
heed to the satisfaction that you feel during and after our sessions. What you feel as satisfaction has joy
as its core surprisingly.
As you open this door you will feel much pleasure in the actions of others.
We are offering you a broad avenue of the most beautiful trees along which to walk totally free of duty
where you will grow and succeed simply by being. Is that an attractive proposition? You will even
have all the company you desire when you desire and to the degree that you desire.
Everything I say is to you and to everyone who reads or hears these words. The link or connection is
there. As with every gift of Our Father these gifts are free to all and need only acceptance to make them
yours. The Truth is as simple as that. Our Father did not create the complications. Despite any
apparent complexity in anything that I have said earlier in this writing, the secret of the search for truth
of anything is simplicity. The Truth is usually blindingly obvious despite your believing it to be well
hidden.
Feel into what I said about the amount we have achieved.
Go with my love of all of us. Hear our calls to you. You are blessed by Our Father.
Your brother and dear friend – Richard.
INTENTION:
Human intention can strongly influence the physics of this duplex space, our physical well
being, says Dr William A Tiller.
Human acupuncture meridian / chakra system exists at a higher Electro-Magnetic (EM) gauge
symmetry state, so that focused and sustained human intention channelled through this system
can produce amazing transformation both inside and outside the body.
Human intention is created within the domain of the soul.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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A Burning Desire for God.
It is very hard to have a burning desire for a power plant.
God is not a power plant.

Your
creations:

You creations, are they
your personality,
attributes, energy?
Your desire is in them,
a part of you is in
every one of your
creations.

You

Your pets reflet your
emotions – your pets
do not feel your love at
an emotional level but
they respond to your
love or lack of love.

God’s
creations:

You

GOD – Infinite
UNIVERSE Billions of Years old!

Personality
Attributes
Energy
Desires.
Gods creation is the
universe – God is
not the universe.
God existed before
the universe.
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The RICHARD MESSAGES:

Celestial Spirit Richard 19 September 2012

Questioner: I am aware that the Law of Attraction is working as usual and I am hearing about more
processes (health related) that others have developed. There seems to be a ground swell of change or
energy for change with many people exploring spiritually more than ever before. I find this exciting and
can feel the input from spirit. Is this mainly input from the Celestial Realms?
Richard: You are quite correct about the ground swell of energy for change. Change has always been
fostered from all levels of the spiritual world as spirits attempt to influence carnate individuals. Much of
this is benevolent (loving) and much is malevolent (unloving). There is a great co-ordinated movement
at present that has been in action for many years and is more apparent now as its effects are becoming
more obvious. This is directed from the Celestial Realms as you correctly surmise. Countless numbers
of us are involved in this. You may say that this is our major project. Very good progress has been
made and this continues so that we are very confident of the outcome for humanity which of course will
affect all levels of existence.
Once a person becomes interested and expresses a desire to learn more we provide further stimuli and
assistance. This is leading to many lines of experimentation determined largely by the interests and
inclinations of the individual whose Free Will is allowed to move as always. Once movement is
occurring we are able to assist further within the limits of the individual’s Free Will. This is why you
see so many related but disparate processes developing. As you seek along your own path with interest
in these other processes you may well find more similarities. After all they are all heading in the same
direction.
These changes are occurring simultaneously in spiritual spheres where similar searching is occurring
with similar stimuli being supplied. Changes that are discovered on Earth will be communicated
profitably to many in the lower spheres who are seeking. It is important that you know that this is a
universal action and not limited to the Earth and its current inhabitants.
If you meditate on this, you will realise that what you do need is what is not to be hard work or very
demanding. You are being allowed for this process to flow through you in harmony with your desires
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and your Free Will. You are not being asked to invent something totally new from within yourself with
the limitations of your current resources and restrictions of belief. What you produce will be new and
the main challenge for you is to become increasingly in harmony with God and with us. We are all one
and we are assisting you and others to manifest elements that will benefit all of mankind. What others
develop may assist you and may not be dependent on the degree of harmony you have with the other
person and their desires and beliefs. Remain open and remember to ask us for assistance in any form
that you desire. We are still reminding you to ASK. You will never offend us by asking. You may not
get what you directly ask for as this may not be in your best interests.
There is much truth in what you say about histories as recorded in the religions and used as doctrine or
the basis for doctrine. Your present purposes are best focussed in the present without too much concern
for the truth or otherwise of the histories that seriously concern and limit so many people. Any recorded
history is prone to distortion and abuse as a widely accepted belief system can be a tool for much power
for the main administrators. Increasing numbers of people are questioning the so-called absolutes of the
belief system that has been drummed into them for most of their lives. Knowledge about God will
replace belief and that will be the major unifying factor in this whole process. There is no place for
factions in the knowledge of God. We are all one and this we will know.
Celestial Spirit Richard 17 October 2012
If you are to consider what you call luck, you must pay great heed to the Law of Attraction. This law is
profound and is little understood on Earth. As you know it is ever active and influences all events.
When you apply it to issues such as luck you will mostly find it hard to understand just why a certain
event happens as you may well judge the recipient of the good or bad event as undeserving. Of course
the first aspect of this judgment is your lack of true knowledge of the circumstances of the person you
are considering. The next aspect is the assessment as to whether the event is either ‘good’ or ‘bad’.
From your own experience, you have met many people for whom an apparently ‘bad’ event had results
that were perceived to be very beneficial and the reverse is often true. If you were to win a large sum of
money it is a moot point whether many of your anticipated actions would be in the best interests of the
recipients. There is a vast amount of spiritual influence on incarnate individuals much of which is
intended to be beneficial and much of which has other than the intended result because the influence is
often attempting to circumvent the individual’s Free Will.
Nothing that you or anyone else does is done in isolation. We are all one and all are influenced and
affected by the actions of others. What you are doing in your living processes influences the degree and
the direction of the effect on you. You are able to influence the effects greatly dependent on your level
of sensitivity and awareness.

Law of Attraction:

a positive example:

'Progaganda Gardening' at Incredible Edible Todmorden
http://www.permaculture.co.uk/videos/progaganda-gardening-incredible-edible-todmorden
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Personality
SOUL
Personality =
Emotions
Awareness
Desires
Passions
Creativity
Aspirations
Intention
Memories
Free will
Etc.

Soul personality
being degraded
through one’s
brain.
and
spirit
body
mind.

However,
it is within
one’s soul
where one’s
truth is to be
found.

SOUL PERSONALITY
Each soul, ever created, is unique. Just as each snowflake is unique.
Every soul is unique from every other soul ever created. By referring to your
soul, we are referring to your complete soul prior to its division into its two
halves. Each soul expresses two absolutely unique personalities. Your soul
then incarnates into two separate spiritual and physical bodies, one half into a
male body and the other half into a female body, thus the personality is
further distinguished by its male or female aspects.
Your soul half, has a personality separate and distinct from every other soul.
Your personality is bestowed complete by our Father and Mother. The soul
expresses its two personalities into Creation. Your personality traverses your
physical body, your spirit body, and your soul. At the time of death of the
physical body, your personality continues on existing in your spirit body and
soul.
No matter where our two soul halves incarnate, they will be drawn back together again as they
grow in love.
The real you is
The individuality of
your soul, which
each soul half is
remains connected
never lost as they
through cords of
grow in love and
light to your spirit
return together.
body.
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SOUL CONDITION:
Beliefs

Dark is not a good condition of love.

Morals

All these factors, conditions, influence where
you arrive within the spirit world.
Love

Truth

Choices
Fear

If my soul condition is poor, I can’t access a
higher condition within the spirit world until I
work my way up into a better condition.
If I have family members in a higher
condition, I have to wait for them to come and
see me.
Your capacity to love is a determining factor.

Many families have very similar beliefs, morals, and conditions of love, thus, many
families pass into the same or similar locations in the spirit world due to their similar
soul condition. It is the soul condition that determines the location in the spirit world.
Law of Attraction is different for every person, every moment of their life.
Considering Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness scale, one can determine the calibration of a
person by using applied kinesiology (muscle testing). Dr Hawkins’ determined that humanity as a
whole calibrates around 210 on the Map of Consciousness (MoC). Thus, such a person would reflect
courage, affirmation, empowerment, permitting, feasible characteristics. One would consider that such a
typical person would attract similar Law of Attraction events. However, these traits are an average of
the emotions that make up the typical person. Such a typical person has a wide range of beliefs, morals,
love, truth, choices, and fears, these all averaged together determine one’s soul condition.
As we go up or down the scale, one would feel that the other groupings are close together. They are not.
The differences are enormous. The scale is based on the common log of 10, thus:
The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
Members of the same family typically calibrate close together. While mum and dad and the children
live within the same dwelling they will typically calibrate about the same, each will reflect the soul
condition of the other. Once children leave home and establish their own home, then you will see
differences emerge – responding to the soul condition of the new partner, thus creating a divergence in
the pattern of the Law of Attraction.
A family lives within a community, this community has its own Law of Attraction pattern, you could
call it a collective Law of Attraction. This community is within a city, again another overall Law of
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Attraction. This pattern continues to expand to the state, then the nation, and ultimately for the whole
world.
All these patterns of Law of Attraction are influenced by desire and free will of each person and
groupings.
Thus, for the over seven billion people on this planet, the Law of Attraction is incredibly diverse – but
not complex. It is there to encourage us to experience, to discover, and to grow in love on our incredible
journey.
The law of attraction is likened to a drummer quietly tapping his drum ever so slowly and lightly
endeavouring to get your attention without any exertion. He is endeavouring to draw your attention to
an error in your ways, an error in what you may consider to be truthful, or bringing your attention to
reconsider something unloving that you are pursuing. As you may continue to ignore this gentle
tapping, then the tempo will slowly increase, and increase, and increase, until you finally take notice and
also take action to correct your ways or understandings of what you may have considered to be true. As
we are all holding errors within us, for each error this drumming is continually in progress. Some of
these errors may be with us for the whole or our physical life, many in fact. As these errors are within
our soul, many of these law of attraction events may become self evident to us only when they manifest
themselves as ‘illnesses’ in the physical body, that is when the law of attraction drummer is at his
loudest.
The law of attraction functions this way upon individual errors that we hold. In regards to truths that we
hold, the law of attraction is joyous and wonderful friend. We find that our desires and aspirations that
are based on truth are filled in a very delightful and positive way. Usually our desires and aspirations
and desires are fulfilled in a manner that we have least expected, however, always in a way that is for
our betterment.
Our law of attraction is our friend. He is very patient and he will not let up, you will eventually take
notice of him as your condition will literally force you to do so. Your free will is never taken away from
you, but your physical condition can significantly deteriorate due to the frozen erroneous emotions
blocked within your soul and spirit body becoming self evident within your physical body. The
emergence of frozen emotions may occur in our later years, whilst the events resulting in the emotions
becoming blocked most often occurs when we were very young, during our early childhood.
Our law of attraction impacts upon all aspects of our life. Many aspects of our way of life may be in
harmony with love and our law of attraction events will be wonderful experiences, whilst other aspects
of our life may be out of harmony with love resulting in related law of attraction events that will cause
us much difficulty, even more so should we elect to ignore them.
The more we ignore the teaching events brought to us by our law of attraction, the more frequent these
events will be and also, the more forceful they will become. Reflect back through your life and you may
start to see the pattern of events leading up to what you may consider to now be a crisis.
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CONSCIOUSNESS and EMOTIONS:
Consciousness = Soul Condition. One’s Soul Condition is equal to the average of all of the held
emotions. Soul condition is the sum total of all of the different emotions, desires, passions, etc.,
all wrapped up together in terms of how much love there is in every one of those.

The Final Doorway to Enlightenment / Nonduality
The beginning of the Nonlinear Realm

500

The beginning of Integrity

200

Note:
The Map of Consciousness scale is from 1 to 1,000
The Map of Consciousness (MoC) table is based on the common log of 10. It is not a numeric table.
A calibration increase of 1 point is in fact a
10 fold increase in energy.
A calibration increase of 10 points is in fact a
10,000,000,000 fold increase in energy.
Thus the energy differentials are in fact enormous!
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MAP OF CONSCIOUSNESS
1,000
Map of Consciousness
represents the emotional
and spiritual fields
within the kingdom of
man which is
Spheres 1 – 6.

700

Enlightenment

600

Peace

540

Joy

Consciousness is soul
condition, as one’s soul
condition improves, it
expands in size as it
grows in love.

500

Love

400

Reason

350

Acceptance

The scale is exponential,
grows at a factor of 10.

310

Willingness

250

Neutrality

200

Courage

175

Pride

150

Anger

125

Desire

100

Fear

75

Grief

50

Apathy, hatred

30

Guilt

20

Shame

Anger
Fear
Grief
Core Emotions
Anger covers over
Fear which covers
over Grief, these
three emotions are
the predominant
capping emotions.

0

Death of body

Our Law of Attraction gradually
ramps up over our life.

Soul expands as it grows in
love and condition.
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The inner core of our
soul is blessed with
natural love emotions
that are all have a high
frequency or higher.

Man erroneous
emotions all have a low
frequency or a very
low frequency.

Anger
Fear
Grief
Core Emotions
Anger covers over
Fear which covers
over Grief, these
three emotions are
the predominant
capping emotions.
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Primary
emotion

Secondary
emotion/feelings
Affection

Love

Lust/Sexual desire
Longing
Cheerfulness

Joy

Surprise

Zest
Contentment
Pride
Optimism
Enthrallment
Relief
Surprise
Irritability
Exasperation

Anger

Rage
Disgust
Envy
Torment
Suffering
Sadness

Sadness

Disappointment
Shame
Neglect
Sympathy
Horror

Fear
Nervousness

Tertiary feelings/emotions
Adoration · Fondness · Liking · Attractiveness · Caring · Tenderness ·
Compassion · Sentimentality
Arousal · Desire · Passion · Infatuation
Longing
Amusement · Bliss · Gaiety · Glee · Jolliness · Joviality · Joy ·
Delight · Enjoyment · Gladness · Happiness · Jubilation · Elation ·
Satisfaction · Ecstasy · Euphoria
Enthusiasm · Zeal · Excitement · Thrill · Exhilaration
Pleasure
Triumph
Eagerness · Hope
Enthrallment · Rapture
Relief
Amazement · Astonishment
Aggravation · Agitation · Annoyance · Grouchy · Grumpy ·
Crosspatch
Frustration
Anger · Outrage · Fury · Wrath · Hostility · Ferocity · Bitter ·
Hatred · Scorn · Spite · Vengefulness · Dislike · Resentment
Revulsion · Contempt · Loathing
Jealousy
Torment
Agony · Anguish · Hurt
Depression · Despair · Gloom · Glumness · Unhappy · Grief ·
Sorrow · Woe · Misery · Melancholy
Dismay · Displeasure
Guilt · Regret · Remorse
Alienation · Defeatism · Dejection · Embarrassment · Homesickness ·
Humiliation · Insecurity · Insult · Isolation · Loneliness · Rejection
Pity
Alarm · Shock · Fear · Fright · Horror · Terror · Panic · Hysteria ·
Mortification
Anxiety · Suspense · Uneasiness · Apprehension (fear) · Worry ·
Distress · Dread
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MoC

No. of
Countries

Average
MoC

Average
Life
Expectancy

Human
Development
Index

Happiness
Index

Education
Index

Per Capita
Income 2020

400s

10

406

78.50

0.939

6.8

.861

US$54,010

300s

13

331

71.77

0.798

5.9

.684

US$17,827

200s
High
100s
Low
100s
Below
100

10

232

69.45

0.759

5.8

.648

US$16,972

18

176

69.00

0.724

5.2

.639

US$9,900

7

129

61.88

0.653

4.7

.567

US$2,628

11

66

52.73

0.564

4.2

.488

US$2,658

220

70

WORLD

US$10,900

Correlation of Levels of Consciousness – Soul Condition – and Society Problems
Level of
Rate of
Happiness Rate
Rate of
Consciousness
Unemployment
Rate of Poverty
“Life is OK”
Criminality
600 +
0%
0.0%
100%
0.0%
500 - 600
0%
0.0%
98%
0.5%
400 - 500
2%
0.5%
79%
2.0%
300 - 400
7%
1.0%
70%
5.0%
200 - 300
8%
1.5%
60%
9.0%
100 - 200
50%
22.0%
15%
50.0%
50 - 100
75%
40.0%
2%
91.0%
< 50
95%
65.0%
0%
98.0%

Chronic illness indicates a huge denial of the
soul.
Illness = out of harmony with love and truth.
It is the release of emotions that are out of
harmony with Truth and Love, and the praying
for the inflowing of Divine Love that brings
about health and harmony to our bodies.
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BOOK of TRUTHS – extracts:

Book of Truths via Joseph Babinsky

December 17, 1915
Let me write a few lines as I desire to write you some truths about what you and your friend were
discussing; namely, are there any such hells as are described in the messages contained in the book
[Immortality by Dr. Peeble] that you have been reading tonight.
Well, you must know that in the spirit planes hell is a place as well as a condition, and that as a place it
has all the accompaniments that make it a reality to the spirits who inhabit it. Of course, the conditions
of the spirits who are in these hells are determined by their recollections worked upon by their
consciences. But notwithstanding that these recollections are the things that cause their sufferings, yet,
the appearances of the locations in which they live are due to something more than these mere
recollections, for, as you have been informed, all these spirits are in darkness – the degree of the
darkness in which they live being determined by their recollections. I mean that when the spirit has
recollections of deeds done or not done, which are not so bad as the recollections of another, the former
spirit is in a place where there is less darkness than the latter.
These places have their own fixed condition of darkness and of gloom, and many other attachments
which increases the sufferings that spirits have to endure. There are, of course, no fires and brimstone
lakes, and devils with pitchforks adding to the sufferings of the spirits, but yet, there are certain
conditions and appearances which are outside of the spirits themselves, which causes their recollections
to become more acute and to work in a manner to produce a greater degree of suffering. These hells
may be places of caverns and rocks and barren wastes and dark holes and other such things as have been
written about; and mortals must know that evil spirits do not live in pleasant places and suffer only from
the punishments which their recollections bring to them. And while the hells of the orthodox are in their
descriptions greatly exaggerated, yet there is some truth in the ideas which these descriptions convey as
to the fact that the hells are places in which are darkness and many accompanying appearances that add
to the tortures of the spirits of evil.
I tell you this because I see you want to know the truth, and for the further reason that you do not believe
that there are such distinctive places as the hells; and that the darkness which the spirits in their
communications to you speak of is, in your opinion, produced by the conditions of the minds and souls
of the spirits who write. But such opinion is not altogether correct, and it is best for men to know that
the mere recollections do not include all of what the hells are.
You say you have your hells on Earth sometimes, and that is true to a limited extent, and many men
suffer very much from their consciences and remorse, but when they come into the spirit world, if they
have not gotten out of the condition which these recollections and remorse place them in, they will find
that there is waiting them that place or location which will add to their sufferings that arise from the
recollections of evil deeds committed while on Earth. These evil spirits live in communities, for the law
of attraction operates in these dark and lower planes just as it does in the higher spheres, and causes
spirits of like or similar conditions to congregate together and find consolation, or what they may at
times think to be consolation, in one another’s company.
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These hells are on the planes nearest the Earth, and these spirits are not confined all the time to any
particular hell; they have the privilege of moving at will along this plane, but wherever they go they find
that they are in these hells, and they cannot escape from them, unless they accept the help from spirits
who can instruct them what they must do.
Well, when they come to you to write they are not very far from these hells, because the plane in which
they live is a part of the plane in which the inhabitants of Earth live. Of course, I don’t mean to say that
that portion of the Earth plane that surrounds your Earth is composed entirely of these hells, for that is
not true, as the Earth sphere has in it considerable light and some happiness. And you must further
remember that there are many planes in this Earth plane.
These spirits, while their habitations are in these hells, have the privilege of leaving these particular
localities and wandering for a short time in and over other parts of this Earth plane; but this is only for a
short time, and they have to return to the places where they have been placed, and which this law of
attraction, that I speak of, draws them to.
Well, there are thousands of millions of evil spirits, and there is never a time when some of them,
thousands of them, are not surrounding and trying to use their bad influences on mortals. We do not
know why this is permitted, but only know that it is so.
And here again the great law of attraction operates, for many mortals are in similar conditions of
development and evil thoughts to what these evil spirits are, and naturally, these evil spirits are drawn to
them and do come to them.
And frequently it happens, that while visiting these mortals of similar conditions to their own, they
attempt to influence mortals who are in a better state of moral and spiritual condition, and sometime
succeed in doing them harm.
But the great fact is that these evil spirits have a place of living, where they have to remain, until by the
operation of the law of compensation they are relieved from some of their evil tendencies and desires,
when they are permitted to progress.
My principal reason in writing you is to have you know that there are hells of places as well as of
conditions, and that these places by reason of what they contain and their appearances add to the
suffering of the spirits.
As I have written a long time I will stop, and say that I am a Christian and an inhabitant of the Celestial
spheres, and one of the spirit band that is helping you in your great work of the Master.
So in leaving you I will subscribe myself, Your brother in Christ – Swedenborg
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WE ARE NEVER ALONE!
Yes, we are never alone,
we have spirit friends with
us at ALL times. We can
all learn to communicate
with them.

Celestial
Heavens
Divine
Love
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Everything is
interconnected.
We have guardian angels with us all of the time, typically more than one.
They usually are from the spheres 2, 3, and 4, so they are spirits
progressing along the natural love path or Divine Love path.
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Our spirit guide, should we have a spiritual aspiration, will be from a
background and level that is most appropriate for our growth. Should
you have an aspiration to pursue the Divine Love path then your spirit
guide may well be a celestial angel, that is, above the 8th sphere.
We are also hounded by mischievous / malevolent spirits from the lower
Earth planes of the 1st sphere, referred to as the hells. It is these spirits
that distract us with symptoms including those diagnosed as mental
illnesses. It is our soul condition that attracts these malevolent spirits.
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spirits cannot
cause you harm.
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SOUL
SPIRIT BODY
PHYSICAL BODY
Your soul animates your spirit body and physical body
through connecting cords. Spirits in the spirit world
can connect up to you through these cords also.
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Book of Truths via Joseph Babinsky

I desire to write you a short time to inform you of certain truths which you should know pertaining to the
spirit life, and to what mortals who lead the lives of good and pure men may expect and be assured of
realizing. I am in the Celestial spheres, but I shall not speak of these spheres, but only of the spiritual
spheres, where men after they become disembodied spirits may live and experience a happiness which
they on Earth have no conception of.
When a spirit first enters the spirit Mansion World it receives a welcome from some one or more spirits
whose duties are to receive such spirit, and to show the place where it is suited to live or exist. Such
spirit is then permitted to meet its friends and relatives and to commune with them for a short or long
time and receive whatever consolation such friends or relatives may be able to give it. In many cases the
gladness and happiness of these spirit friends cause the spirit to believe that it is in heaven, or at least, in
a place of great happiness.
But after this first interview, the spirit must, by reason of the law of attraction, go to the place where its
condition of soul or its condition of moral growth or intellectual development fits it for, and there remain
until such condition is made better and enables it to rise to a higher place. No spirit, after it once gets
into the place that is suited for it to live in, ever retrogrades, although it may stand still for a long
number of years, and never make any progress. This is a truth not known to a great many mortals, and
spirits also, that the condition of the mortal at the time he becomes a spirit fixes his condition and place
of living when he first enters the spirit world. After he is put in such place by the law of attraction as I
have said, and when once that place is found and occupied, the spirit never goes to a lower place, but
either will stay in that place for a long time, or will progress, and ultimately will in all cases progress.
Well, the evil spirits find these places of habitation in the Earth planes, which are many, and of varied
kinds, having many different appearances, suited to the conditions of the spirits who will occupy them.
A spirit who is in the lowest of these Earth planes is said to be in the lowest hells, as all spirits who are
in these planes where they suffer and encounter darkness believe and say they are in hell. But this is
merely a name used for convenience, for the hells are merely places forming a part of the one great
universe of God. These hells, as you may imagine, are very numerous, for the conditions of spirits are
very varied, and each spirit has a place in which to live fitted to its condition.
As the spirit becomes freed from some of these conditions, which as to them causes the law of
attraction to work, he progresses to a higher and better place, and finds that his surroundings are not so
dark and painful. And as this progression continues, such spirit will ultimately find himself in the planes
of light and comparative happiness, where the evil recollections have to a large extent left him, and the
good deeds which he did on Earth then come to him and cause a happiness that makes him realise that
he was not all bad, and that God has been good to him in relieving him from the sins and evil thoughts
which bound him to the place from which he has progressed.
But after all this, he has not gotten into any of the spheres which are above the Earth planes, and he may
have to remain there for a great many years before he enters the second sphere which is next in
gradation to the Earth plane. This latter plane is the most populous of all the spheres, for it has spirits
coming to it in great numbers – in greater numbers than are progressing from it to higher spheres – and
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hence it has a greater variety of sub-planes than has any of the other spheres, and is filled with a greater
variety and kind of spirits than are any of these higher spheres.
When a spirit has remained in the Earth planes a sufficient length of time to put him in condition to go to
the next higher sphere, he makes his progress, and is never prevented from doing so. I do not mean to
say that the spirit is compelled to remain in the Earth planes any particular number of years before
progressing, for this is not true; on the contrary the number of years that he remains there is determined
by his condition of progress, so that some spirits may go through these planes in less than a year and
others may remain there many years.
In the second sphere, appearances are brighter and many opportunities are afforded the spirit to seek for
and obtain happiness that he did not have before, and many spirits find great happiness in pursuing their
intellectual studies and things of this kind, and in obtaining a knowledge of the laws of the spirit world
governing what you might call the material nature of this world and also of the Earth world.
This sphere is not so well suited for the growth of the soul faculties, and those spirits whose desires and
aspirations are for the development of their soul qualities do not stay in this world or sphere very long,
for they do not find that the necessary provisions for such development exists, and as a consequence,
they progress to the third sphere, where they find wonderful opportunities and surroundings, which
enables them to progress in these matters of the soul.
Well I see that you are tired, and I will postpone any further writing on these matters to another time.
So goodnight – John B. Comeys
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I am here, Jesus –
I am with you tonight to warn you against letting any doubt enter your mind or heart, as to our actually
writing to you, for we and none other are actually in communication with you.
The book that you read is a snare and a lie, for there are no angels who have become devils as the author
of that book declares. Never were there any angels who through ambition or any other reason revolted
against the power of government of God, and thereby lost their estate as angels. Never was there any
Lucifer, and never were there any angels who were thrown from the battlements of heaven into hell, as it
has been written and as I told you before, there are no devils and no Satan, considered as real persons
and fallen angels. The only spirits in the spirit world are those who at one time were mortals and who
lived lives on Earth, shorter or longer, and whenever angels are mentioned in the Bible, or rather in the
New Testament in places which contain my sayings or those of the apostles, and I mean those sayings
which were actually said, the word angel always refers to the spirit of some mortal who had passed the
line between life and death as commonly understood.
I desire to tell you of these things at large very soon and to instruct you as to who were the angels of
God that are supposed to have had an existence prior to the creation of man and of the world; and who
the inhabitants of heaven were before the spirit of God entered into man and caused him to become a
living soul as the Bible says. But the time is not yet ripe for me to instruct you in these matters, because
there are so many more important truths to be first taught you, truths which are vital to man’s salvation
and happiness to those on Earth and in the spirit world. But this you must believe, that no devils ever
write you or in any manner manifest to or through any of the numerous mediums who are used to show
the existence of spirits of men in the spirit world, no matter whether these mediums be good or evil.
There are spirits of all kinds just as there are mortals of all kinds, having all the traits and characteristics
of mortals, and some of these spirits may be justly called wicked or evil spirits, and even devils. But
they are nothing more or less than spirits such as I describe.
l know that the belief of the majority of mankind is that there are such things as devils and that they are
independent creations of God, made by Him to tempt and inflict all kind of trouble and unhappiness on
mortals, and because of the great number of years that these beliefs have existed, and the fact that many
of the churches still teach that such devils do exist, and are at all times trying to tempt and injure men, it
is hard and will be difficult to induce men to believe that there are no such things as devils, which is the
truth. I know that the Bible in many places speaks of my casting devils out of men, and of men being
possessed of devils, and of the apostles casting out devils, and of their not being able to cast out some of
these devils, but I tell you now that the Bible is all wrong in this regard, and the writers and translators
of the Bible never understood what the word “devil” as used in these various instances, meant or was
intended to mean. As I have told you, there was never any devil or devils in the sense mentioned and
taught by the churches, and consequently, they never could have possessed mortals nor have been cast
out of them.
It is true, that by the workings of the law of attraction, and the susceptibility of mortals to the influence
of spirit powers, mortals may become obsessed by the spirits of evil – that is evil spirits of men who
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once lived on Earth – and this obsession may become so complete and powerful that the living mortal
may lose all power to resist this influence of the evil spirits, and may be compelled to do things that the
mortal will not desire to do, and to show all the evidence of a distorted mind, and present appearances of
a lost will power, as well as of the ability to exercise the ordinary powers given him by his natural
creation. And in these instances referred to of casting out devils, wherever they occurred, and they did
occur in some of the instances mentioned, the only devils that existed were the evil spirits who had
possessed these mortals.
And this obsession obtains today just as it did then, for the same laws are in operation now as were in
existence then, and many a man is in a condition of evil life and disturbed mind from the obsession of
these evil spirits; and if there were any men of today in that condition of soul development and belief
that my disciples were in, they could cast out these so called devils just as the disciples cast them out in
the Bible days.
But men have not this faith, though there are many who have been blessed with the inflowing of the holy
spirit; but they have not the belief that such work as the disciples performed can be performed by them
now, and, in fact, the most of them believe that it would be contrary to God’s will to attempt to exercise
such powers, and hence, they never attempt to do such work.
But when men learn that in all ages God is the same, that His laws work the same way, that mankind is
the same so far as the soul’s possibilities are concerned, and that the faith which God made possible for
man to attain to, may be possessed by him now just as it was possessed by my disciples, then they will
attempt this work of beneficence and will succeed, and the sick will be healed and the devils cast out,
the blind made to see, and the deaf to hear, and the so-called miracles will be performed as they were in
my days on Earth.
There is not and never was such a thing as a miracle in the sense of having an effect produced by a cause
which was not the result of the ordinary workings of God’s laws, for these laws in their workings never
vary, and when the same law is called into operation upon the same condition of facts the same results
will always be produced. So, let a mortal have in his soul the same amount of God’s Divine Love
which the Bible writers meant or should have meant, when they spoke of being endowed by the holy
ghost, and let him have the necessary faith, that when he prays to God, he will give him the power to
exercise this love in a sufficient degree to produce the desired results, and then try to exercise the power
of casting out devils or healing and he will find that success will attend his efforts. God is the same at
all times and under all circumstances, and only mortals vary in their conceptions and conditions.
So I say, there are no devils as independent creatures of God, in contradistinction to the spirits of men
who once lived on Earth, and you must believe that there are not.
I tell you now, that the teachers of such false doctrines will have to pay the penalties for their false
teachings when they come to the spirit world, and see the result of these false teachings, and no relief
will be granted until they have paid the last farthing. To believe such doctrines entails results that are
bad enough for any spirit to endure, but to teach others these beliefs and convince them of their truth,
entails upon the teacher, whether he actually believes them or not, sufferings and duration of sufferings
of which men have no conception.
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I will not write more tonight, but will, in closing, say that you have my love and blessings, and my
promises I will fulfil, so that you will realize your expectations and be in condition to perform the work
that you have been selected to do.
[Question] Well, you let doubt come into your mind, and as a consequence, your soul does not respond,
although, strange as it may seem, the Divine Love is there, but when this mental doubt exists, it is as if it
were a covering which prevents the existence of the love in the soul to shine forth and produce the great
feeling of happiness and joy which otherwise you might experience. The mental condition of the mortal,
undoubtedly has a great influence on the consciousness of the man as to his possession of this soul
development and the Divine Love, and consequently, there will have to be this continuous fight as long
as life lasts on Earth, between the mental conditions and the soul’s consciousness. But as the mental
beliefs are brought into harmony with the soul’s condition, more and more the fight will grow weaker
and less frequent, and it is possible that they will cease altogether, and the mental beliefs become
entirely and absolutely subordinated or rather absorbed in the soul’s consciousness of its being
possessed of this Divine Love of the Father.
So my dear brother, I will say goodnight. Your brother and friend – Jesus

IMAGINATION & DESIRES

Loving based

Fear based
Law of Attraction

In harmony with
God’s laws:
Optimism
Fears that control our life:
Optimism activates desire
Fear of family attack
Infectious in a loving way
Lifestyle comfort
Inspiring
Not being cool
Spirit positive assistance
Responsibility
When you are in desire and love, there is no such thing as
responsibility. The only responsibility you have is to take
personal responsibility for your own emotions. There is no
other responsibility; there is only love and desire.
Once the fears are removed, then we can make a loving choice.
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1st SPHERE ASPECTS:
Summerland, etc, nurseries
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Mansion World / sphere.
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majority of humanity pass into.
2 Planes of Disharmony / Earth:
The hells are unimaginable places of darkness.
Consider you are stuck at the end of the deepest
longest mine ever, on your own, without any lights!
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I am here, Luke –
Well, do you think you can take my message tonight? It looks like you may; at any rate we will try. As
I was saying (see page 305), in what way is a man to obtain this development of the soul in its natural
love?
In the first place, he must recognize the fact that he does not live to himself, alone; that what he
conceives to be the workings of his own mind and will are not always the result of thoughts and desires
that originate in him, but are largely the products of the influences of the workings of the minds of
spirits who are around him, trying to impress him with their desires and wills. And consequently, you
will understand that it is very important to man as to what kind of spirit influences he has surrounding
and working upon him. If these influences are good, the better it is for his progress in the development
of this natural love; but if they are evil influences, then, of course, such development is retarded.
Consequently, the first thing for a man to do is to attempt to attract to himself influences of the higher
nature; and he can do so by trying to cultivate good thoughts and to indulge in good and moral acts. The
great law of attraction that we have written about applies and works in such cases as this, as it does in
every other relation of God’s universe. If a man’s thoughts are evil, there will always be attracted to
him spirits of similar thoughts; and when they come to him, they attempt to, and succeed, in intensifying
these evil thoughts of his, which attract them to him.
It must emphatically be understood in this regard, that man may and often does originate his own
thoughts and desires, and it is not necessary that any influence of these evil spirits should be present and
operate upon his brain or affections, in order that these evil thoughts and desires should come into
existence. And again, man has a will power that is susceptible of being exercised, free from the wills of
these evil spirits – and you will see how true this is when you remember that he can exercise that will
power, free and independent from the will of God himself.
So I say that these thoughts and desires may and do originate in man, free and independent of the wills
or influences of these evil spirits; and as a fact, these spirits are attracted to him only when these
thoughts that he has originated are evil.
Now, if man would have this progress that I speak of, he should endeavour to have good and pure
thoughts and desires, and then he will attract to him spirits who are good and pure, and their influences
will help him to a wonderful degree in strengthening and increasing these thoughts, and make it less
likely that evil thoughts will arise in his brain, or evil desires in his affections. And as a consequence,
his will power will be exercised in doing those things which are good and moral.
Now, while man may originate these thoughts and desires, he must also know as a truth that this
progress is not dependent upon himself alone, for when he is in that condition to attract the good spirits,
they will invariably come to him and render their help; and it will prove to be a wonderful and never
failing help.
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Now, man’s thoughts and desires are not always, as may be supposed, the result of something that may
be hidden within himself, and of which he may not know its existence. I mean not in all cases, and
probably in only a minority of cases; for most frequently are these thoughts and desires the children of
an objective influence, that comes to him by reason of objects becoming sensible to his ordinary senses,
which create or suggest these thoughts or desires.
Without going into details you will understand what I mean, but as a mere illustration: A glass of
whiskey may and does suggest to a man who likes whiskey, the thought and desire that he should take a
drink, and thereby bring into operation his will, which is followed by the act of drinking – and so with
many other objects which a man meets in the course of his daily life. But these thoughts and desires
arise not only from seeing objects, but also from feeling and tasting them.
And again, these objective suggestions, causing these thoughts and desires, arise and exist not only from
the real object sensed, but also from words and thoughts which are expressed by other human beings in
course of conversations, or in books and literature; and when they come in this way they are frequently
more effective than in any other. And hence, as these objective words and thoughts enter the mind of
man, they create similar thoughts, which frequently intensify and attract the evil spirits of like thoughts,
with their degenerating influences – hence the importance of a man avoiding companionship where such
communications take place, and the books and literature where these evil suggestions are made.
It has been well said, that evil communications corrupt good manners. And I may add that such
communications corrupt good thoughts, and produce evil desires and retard the progress of the soul in its
natural love. For it must be remembered that this love is pure and free from all evil or taint of
defilement when it is fully developed, and anything that tends to defile it, retards the progression of the
soul in this particular. So the plain lesson to be drawn from all this is that man must, in the first place,
make the effort to have only good and pure thoughts and desires from his inner self, and next, he must
avoid those objects and associations that tend to cause to arise in him these evil thoughts, and thirdly, he
must learn the truth that when he has these evil thoughts, he attracts to himself spirits of evil, who by
their influence can and do intensify these evil thoughts and desires. I know as regards this last
mentioned truth, that the majority of men have no knowledge of its existence; but it is time that they
should learn that such a danger to their soul’s progression does exist and is always imminent.
And they should learn this other fact, that when their thoughts are pure and free from defilement, they
have surrounding them the influence of good spirits, who work to increase and make permanent their
good thoughts; and as these good thoughts continue, the natural love develops towards its pristine
condition of purity, and man comes nearer to his designed condition of existence. So you will see from
this, that as man’s thoughts and desires become freed from these things that tend to defile him, he
naturally progresses toward that condition which is necessary, in order for him to have this development
of the soul in its natural love. Again, the development may be helped very much by man thinking and
doing acts of charity and kindness, and observing the golden rule; for every act of charity and kindness
and self sacrifice for the sake of others, has its reflex action in his own condition of love and soul, and
helps their development.
In short, the observance by man of all the moral laws, which are many and varied, tends to bring about
the development of the natural love. And this must be remembered, that as this development proceeds,
the tendency to indulge in the perverted appetites of the flesh, as they are called, will disappear; and as it
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disappears, this love, of course, becomes purer and sweeter, and brings man nearer to his state of
perfection.
And again, the meditation upon spiritual things, and the outflowing of this love towards the Father will
cause the progression; for while all men, as we have said, do not seek for the Divine Love, yet as all
men are children of God, He helps them to the full extent of their desires—towards happiness, and the
perfecting of this love in its natural pure state, and with which He endowed them at their creation. Upon
their will and aspirations depends the nature of the help which the Father gives to them; but always He
gives His help and blessings, and that to the fullest. His great desire is that man shall become perfect in
that love which they possess and which they seek for; and the natural love in its qualities may become as
perfect in man, as may the Divine Love in its qualities. Each is just as much in harmony with God’s
universe, in its respective qualities, as is the other. So I say, man is helped, and more than in any other
way, by his meditations of the higher things of his being, and by prayer and aspirations to the Father,
who hears the prayers of the man who has only this natural love, and answers them just as He does the
prayers of the man who has the Divine Love in his soul. Ultimately all sin and evil will be eradicated
from the universe, and man in his mere natural love will become pure and perfected and happy.
I have tried in my inefficient way to show man how he may progress in the development of his natural
love, and if he will follow my advice, he will succeed. For as man, by the indulging of these perverted
appetites of the flesh, and the exercise of his will power, fell to a low degree of degeneracy, so he can by
ceasing to indulge in these perverted appetites, and the exercise of that same will power, rise again to his
condition of purity in his natural love. And besides, he has the help of the Father and the good angels in
his efforts to recover, and also the experience of the result of his fall, which he may not be conscious of,
but which in his inner self has an existence, and is continually working.
Well my dear brother, I must stop. I feel that you have taken my message very successfully. Read it
over and correct errors of construction. I will come soon and write again.
Your brother in Christ – Luke
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Book of Truths via Joseph Babinsky

I am here, Jesus –
I see that you are in better condition tonight, and it may be that we can continue the message.
Well, as I was saying, the only way in which a mortal may obtain the development of his soul condition
(without the help of the Divine Love), is by attempting to exercise his will in the way that will cause the
thoughts of evil and error to leave him, and to be replaced by thoughts that will bring his heart and soul
into harmony with the laws of his creation as mere man. This can be done by his seeking for those
higher things of morality, and the subordinating of the purely animal desires and appetites of the mortal
to the aspirations and desires of the higher and nobler part of his nature.
As I have before told you, man was pure and good until he, by the exercise of his will, following the
suggestions of the lower desires, permitted himself to degenerate from the high and perfect condition of
his creation.
These sins and desires do not belong to his original nature, for his true nature was pure and in harmony
with the laws of God. And although he had lost it by the excessive and wrongful exercise of his will,
obeying the desires of his animal nature, yet he can recover his condition of original purity and
harmony, if he will get rid of these sins and errors, so that his nature may again become free from
everything that defiles it, or places it out of harmony with the laws that created it.
So you see, it is not necessary for man to obtain or add to his original condition, any qualities that were
not his in the beginning, but merely to get rid of or eradicate from that condition those things which are
mere excrescences or parasites – and thereby have his nature in the same condition that was his when he
was created, and was the perfect man.
So long a time has the nature or condition of the nature of man been in this state of defilement and
alienation from the true condition of his creation, that the effort to bring about the restoration will
necessarily be great, and he will have to use all his power of will that he is capable of to effectuate this
object, and he will find in such efforts two conflicting forces, always fighting each other for the mastery.
The fact that he believes his present condition is the natural one, and that the state and purity and
freedom from sin and error is one that does not belong to him naturally, but must be acquired by adding
something to what he now has and always possessed, will make the fight more uneven.
Therefore, the first things that man must believe is that his present condition is not his natural one and
that he has nothing more or greater to accomplish than to relieve himself of those things which prevent
his condition from becoming as it was when he was the perfect man.
If he will get this belief firmly fixed in his mind, and assert that he was made by God, and that God
never created anything impure or not in harmony with His laws, man will have accomplished the first
step towards his regeneration, and towards success in his effort.
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He must not consider himself to be a weak, low and unworthy creature of God, not being entitled to
those conditions of purity and greatness which made him the beloved child of the Father. Of course,
pride and everything of that nature must be eliminated from the estimate that he must have of himself;
but on the contrary, the idea that he is degenerated and a utterly helpless being must not be permitted to
enter his mind. Such thoughts do not make him pleasing to God, as he has been taught they do, but only
make him subservient to his masters – sin and error – and prevent him from asserting his own
superiority to these things, which is necessary to exist in his conception of his true condition, in order
that he may obtain the ascendancy over those masters.
When he shall have assumed this position, then he will realize that these animal appetites and desires,
and evil thoughts which arise from them and from the belief that he is by nature degraded and unworthy
of a better and higher condition of nature, are really beings of his own creation, and subject to his will
and self control – and total destruction.
And with such realization will come a consciousness that they are not parts of his nature, but foreign to
it. And that in order that his nature may become separated from them, he must look upon them as
enemies and treat them as such, to be destroyed and utterly extinguished, and never more to be taken to
his bosom and cherished as inalienable and dominant parts of his nature.
Of course, in treating them as such enemies, great watchfulness and determination will have to be
exercised, for they are very insidious and will at all times and in all ways, whenever the opportunity
arises, try to convince him that they are an integral and necessary part of his being, incapable of being
separated from him.
But by the exercise of this belief, based upon a right conception of what is and what is not a part of him
as the perfect man, and by the exercise of his will power in accordance with this conception, he will be
able to rescue himself from these unnatural appetites and desires and thoughts of error and sin.
As this belief becomes stronger and this conception clearer, and his will exercised in closer harmony
with the true essentials, these excrescences will gradually and one by one fall away from him, until, at
last, he will rise again as the perfect man, with the pure and harmonious nature which God gave him at
the time of his creation.
But this process will be slow and sometimes hardly perceptible. For the long years of misbelieve in the
idea of “original sin,” and that God created evil and error for the purpose of defiling man’s nature and
making a disobedient devil of him, without any inherent goodness or the possibility of becoming
regenerated, unless by the operation of some miracle, will make it difficult for the acquiring of the true
belief as to what he and what his nature are, and enable him to become the master, and not remain the
servant.
God is the Father of all, and loves all his children, and as he originally provided for their happiness, so
now, he desires that all may be happy.
Forgiveness is, in effect, forgetfulness. And when men in their efforts cause all these things of evil and
sin to cease being a part of their nature, and only thoughts of purity and righteousness to find a
lodgement in their minds, then these other things are forgotten and forgiveness has taken place. Man no
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longer is the slave of false beliefs and unrighteousness, nor is he their associates, and even in memory
they become things of non-existence. And when he gets into this condition of purity and freedom and in
harmony with the laws of his creation, there exists nothing which can be the object of forgiveness, and
he is the man of perfect creation.
But in all this man must realize that he does not exist by and for himself alone, for always he is
surrounded by mortals or spirits or both, exercising upon him their influence for good or evil, helping
him to turn his thoughts from these things of evil and sin into those higher things which are his by
nature, or causing him to receive and foster these evil thoughts with increased intensity. He cannot get
rid of these influences, of one kind or the other, and, hence, he should seek the influence of those who
are good and desire to help him in his efforts towards the recovery of that condition which is his by right
of birth.
Among God’s laws, which never change and which work impartially, is the great law of attraction –
and it works in the case of all mortals and spirits, and never rests.
And the great principle of this law is, that like attracts like, and the unlike repulses the unlike.
Man must know that as he is – I mean in his state of mind and soul – so necessarily will be his
companions of those who desire his association, and, hence, he should realize this important truth and all
that it implies. If his thoughts and deeds are evil, he will attract those spirits or mortals who have similar
thoughts and deeds, and who will not help him to higher things, but who will retard his progress towards
his first estate; and if his thoughts and deeds are good, then his associates will only be those of like
qualities, who can and will help him in his progress. Every effort to create good thoughts strengthens
the desires and will in that direction, and assists the coming of other good thoughts, for with these efforts
comes the help of these unseen influences, and the repulsion of the influences of the retarding forces.
Man is a wonderful being and the highest creation of the Father, and yet his greatest master is his belief
in the power and supremacy of these things of evil of his own creation.
But beyond all this a means to accomplish man’s restitution to his perfect estate is the help of the Father,
which is never refused when man seeks for it in earnest and sincere prayer. Always the Father is willing
to respond to the true prayers of man, and by His instrumentalities, will make the efforts of man sure and
effective, so that he can acquire that condition that will free him from all sin and error and slavery of
false belief, in the mastery of his evil creatures.
Man must believe in the love and help of the Father, in the manhood and greatness of himself, and in the
utter error of his belief in the mastery of his own children of sin and error.
I have written enough and must stop, as you are tired. So assuring you of my love for you, and my
care and help, I will say, goodnight – your brother Jesus
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
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WHAT WE SOW is WHAT WE REAP!
Man is a wonderful being and the highest creation of the Father, and yet his greatest master is his belief
in the power and supremacy of these things of evil of his own creation.
Thus, man through his positive endeavours of creation can experience pleasant and prosperous events
through his law of attraction, whilst at the same time, due to negative aspects of his way of life and
beliefs can experience events of great difficulty from his law of attraction resulting from ignoring the
issues being brought to his attention by his law of attraction. There is no avoiding what needs to be
attended to – ever!
Should we hold onto negative emotions (those that calibrate under 200 on the Map of Consciousness)
we are blocking the energy flows though our bodies. That is, the energy blockage resulting from
holding onto a negative emotion is held within our soul. Should we feed this blockage with festering
style feelings, then this energy blockage grows within our meridian fields and lines within our etheric
body being our spirit body. Eventually these injuries emerge within our physical bodies as pains. This
is our law of attraction bringing attention to the issues for you to consider. This pain can grow and
grow, the slow drum beat gets louder and louder.
Eventually the pain results in an illness episode should we continue to ignore the cause.
Generally speaking, behind most specific illnesses are matching emotional issues. That is, emotional
injuries that remain unreleased of a specific nature eventually create an illness that can be related back to
similar styles of emotions.
EMOTIONAL ERRORS are of the MIND
ENVIRONMENT
Mum is always right
Dad enforces with a smack
Blocking emotion

Blocks

SHAME
Emotional injury
being fed negative
plasma energy.

Causal / core Emotion
generates Law of Attraction
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Physical
body
Spirit
body
Soul
Connected
by cords of
light

Etheric Body
is the
Spirit Body.
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PLASMA:
The magnetic and gravitational fields
of plasma combine with other plasma.
They group together to create minute
things, all the way through to creating
galaxies. Our thoughts are projections
of plasma. Love received is plasma.

Plasma

Every cell in our body has
a plasmatic magnetic field.
Our whole body has its
own magnetic field. And
so it goes on, and on….

INTERSTELLAR BOUNDARIES:
The boundary is the outer limit of the magnetic
field that encapsulates a solar system and universes.
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STAGES of MATTER:
Matter becomes finer and finer and more incredible within each phase:

Atom

Neutron

Physical
Matter

Liquid
Matter

Electron / Proton

Gaseous
Matter

Physical encapsulating liquid and gas
Man / Woman

Quarks

Nano Gas
Matter / Plasma

Spirit Body
Etheric Body

Plasma

???

Divine Love
Matter

Celestial
Spirit Angel

???

Creator
Father

Creator
Father

Growth of Man / Woman without Divine Love peaks at 6th sphere state which is
the peak of the Kingdom of Man and Spirit World. Soul without Divine Love.

Soul seeking, and receiving, and growing with Divine Love.
The nature of one’s soul changes into that of the Divine when
receiving Divine Love. Only Divine Love does this.
Growth of Man / Woman with Divine Love enables entry into the
Celestial Realms, 8th sphere and above, with growth into infinity:
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NEGATIVE EMOTIONS are UNINVITED PLASMA FIELDS:
Unhealthy and negative emotions enter our soul as uninvited and
unwelcome plasma that then proceeds to disrupt the energy flows of the
spirit body which is the template for the physical body.
This plasma fields or balls can grow in size should they be fed with
more and more of the same or similar negative emotional energy. A
plasma field can collect energy from released and projected emotions
from time to time.
These emotional injurious plasma fields are first attracted to specific
organs that reflect the energy of specific emotions, the plasma field can
then proceed to lodge anywhere within the bodies of the spirit and
physical. Thus, an emotion of the heart may subsequently reside within
the stomach region, both inside and protruding out there from.
Initially, the injurious uninvited emotional field, being plasma, may be
extremely small, however, if allowed to fester and grow by drawing on
the negative emotions of those within your environment, the energy field
may grow and grow in size from that of a mere pin head to the size of a
melon. This progression could take the time from very early childhood
to one’s senior retiring years.
As all plasma consists of magnetic and gravitational fields, once your
intent is focused upon it, firstly recognising its existence, and then
focusing your intent for it to be removed, the magnetic field can act in
your favour. With the introduction of even a marginal amount of
additional magnetic energy, by way of Reiki or by the passing of a small
magnet down your meridian, then the dislodgement of the emotional
plasmatic field can be achieved.
We are all energetic magnetic beings. The interference to our physical
body’s template, which is within our spirit body, can readily occur. The
transfer of the disruption to the physical body is generally very slow,
however, it can be very painful and damaging over the long term.
The extraordinary capabilities of the spirit body are extensively dumbed
down and throttled back when it comes to the functionality of the
physical body. The spirit body has all of our physical five senses,
however, in much greater capacity, as well; the spirit body has maybe a
dozen senses in all. Our physical existence is like being on training
wheels for our incredible experiences to come within the spirit worlds.
“If cancer was not in our “energy”, then it was not in our reality. If feeling good about ourselves was in
our energy, then our reality would be positive.” – Anita Moorjani
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Soul
Spirit Body
Material Body
After death of the
physical / material
body, the soul and
spirit body proceed
to live and progress
in the Spirit World.

The energy,
plasma, being
attracted to
the stuck
emotion can
cause the
injury to
grow and
grow and
grow.
Negative emotional
issues lodged and
stuck within the soul
then manifest in the
spirit body, and
subsequently emerge
as pains and illnesses
in the physical body.
SOUL

SPIRIT BODY

MATERIAL BODY
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ENERGY DETERMINANTS – Relationship between Body, Mind and Soul:
The physical body calibrates at 200 on Dr David Hawkins’ Map of
Consciousness. Many people feel and believe that their body is their real
self, this is not so.
Further, the brain is not the origin of the mind, as science and medicine had
believed, but the other way around. The mind controls the brain. The brain
is activated by the mind’s intention and not vice versa. Reason, which
emanates from the mind, calibrates at 400 to 499, thus controlling the brain.
What is held in mind has the power to alter brain activity and neuroanatomy.
Thought is powerful because it has a high rate of vibration. We are subject
to what we hold in mind. Errors in belief bring about energy flow blockages.
Superimposed around the physical body is an energy body whose form is
very much like that of the physical body and whose patterns actually control
the physical body. This control as at the level of thought or intention. This
superimposed energy body is one’s etheric / spirit body, the template of
one’s physical body and home of one’s mind.
The basic dictum to comprehend is that the body obeys the mind; therefore,
the body tends to manifest what the mind believes. Illness is generated in the
physical body by erroneous held beliefs within one’s mind.
It is the energy level of love that steadily brings about a release from erroneous and harmful manmade emotions and beliefs. The energy level of love calibrates at 500 and higher. One’s soul is
connected through cords of light with one’s spirit body. One’s soul is the home of one’s personality,
natural intelligence and memory, it is our real self.
One’s soul is always perfect and is made of the energy substance called natural love. It is by growing
one’s level of love does one enable sufficient energy to flow through one’s chakras of the spirit body
and subsequently into one’s physical body that erroneous and injurious beliefs are dissolved and the
potentiality for health of the physical body to become permanently repaired a possibility.
On the Map of Consciousness (MoC), the charkas calibrate as follows:
Crown
600
7th chakra
Third Eye
525
6th chakra
Throat
350
5th chakra
Heart
505
4th chakra
Solar Plexus
275
3rd chakra
Sacral or Spleen
275
2nd chakra
Base or Root Chakra 200
1st chakra
The greatest infusion of Love, and the easiest way for one to transcend levels of
emotions should one be engaging in the Feeling Healing process, that is, to evolve,
is to long for, pray for, and ask for our Mothers and Father’s Love, Divine Love,
being a light golden blue energy substance. Try the experiment.
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Meridians – the Pathways of Energy Flow
http://www.crystallotus.com/Acupressure/Index.htm
The pathways of chi flow are called meridians. Where are the meridians? When a surgeon
operates on a person, he does not find any meridians. The surgeon does not see air either,
but it is still there. Compare a meridian with a stream. A stream, unlike a pipe, has no
defined boundary. It is simply where water flows, and it may constantly change its shape,
although the change is so small that it generally maintains a definite line of flow. In the
same way, a meridian has no fixed boundary.
It exists where the chi flow is, though it maintains its general form. Meridians are of two
kinds: the main ones are called channels (jing), and the branches are called collateral (luo).
However, the term ‘meridians’ is often used to denote channels.
When Chi does not flow easily and smoothly we have what is commonly called a dis-ease.
The Chinese believe that a Chi gets trapped in the meridian and the body suffers from all
the ailments. To heal this blockage the Chinese healers understood the flow of energy
through the various Meridians. They stimulated the energy points to let flow the Chi and,
so therefore the healing took place.
Tonal lines create the web-work of energy which the
scalar-wave frequencies of the core Katha Grid and
DNA Template translate into the Chakra MeridianNadius Line (Hara Line) and chemical DNA systems.
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Meridians, or channels, can be classified into two groups: primary and secondary:
Primary meridians are those that pass through internal organs, secondary meridians do
not. There are twelve pairs of primary meridians flowing in a never-ending circle. For
simplicity, only one of each pair is described. The twelve meridians are as follows:
http://www.crystallotus.com/Acupressure/001.htm
Lung meridian
Colon meridian
Stomach meridian
Spleen meridian
Heart meridian
Intestine meridian
Urinary bladder meridian
Kidney meridian
Pericardium meridian
Triple Warmer meridian
Gall Bladder meridian
Liver meridian.
Negative energy in the form of holding onto an untruth about anything, being a person or an
event, deposits within one’s soul as a tiny cell of unwanted energy. This tiny energy blockage
can grow and grow should you allow the issue to fester within your being.
Untruths with anger and hatred will slowly, but surely, manifest themselves into your
meridian system which resides within your spirit body. This then results in energy flow
blockages within your meridian system, being the template for your physical body. Unless
these energy blockages are released and allowed to pass through your spirit body, you will
begin to feel pains within your physical body, and subsequently, an illness may emerge within
your physical body. Such illness is a direct result of an emotional issue, or series of related
emotional issues, that could have commenced during your early childhood, or even before
birth. Proceeding to release these emotional time bombs while receiving medical assistance
for your physical body can enable permanent recovery from such illness.
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Meridian Lines:
Over 5,000 years ago, the ancient
Chinese discovered a subtle
energy in the body that can't be
seen, felt or found with the
senses. Energy disturbances in
the subtle bodies precede the
manifestation
of
abnormal
patterns of cellular organization
and growth. Matter and energy
are two different manifestations
of the same primary energetic
substance of which everything in
the universe is composed,
including our physical and subtle
bodies. Matter, which vibrates
at a very slow frequency, is
referred to as physical matter.
That which vibrates at speeds
exceeding light velocity is known
as subtle matter. Subtle matter is as real as dense matter; its vibratory rate is simply faster. It is
believed that two opposite ends of the spectrum--yin, the energy of Earth and yang, and the energy
of heaven--combined with humans to create this vital force.
The Chinese discovered and identified twelve acupuncture meridians along which this energy
travels in the human body. Acupuncture meridians are like copper traces on an electronic circuit
board, running throughout the body. They were named by the life function associated with them.
To the majority of Western scientists, acupuncture meridians seem like imaginary structures
because there are no published anatomical studies of the meridians in orthodox medical journals
to substantiate their existence. They prefer to believe that nerve pathways constitute the true
mechanism of acupuncture therapy.
Plasma
Meridians are the pathways of the positive and
energy
negative energy power, which carries on some of the
communication between the various parts of human
beings.
http://tuberose.com/meridians.html
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HEALTHY MERIDIAN or OBSTRUCTED MERIDIAN:
The etheric body, being part of your spirit body, is the template for the physical body. Much of
the energy you need for the physical body is supplied by way of chakras and the meridian lines
throughout your etheric body. These meridian lines reach from your toes to the end of your
fingers or top of your head. Each set of meridian lines is connected to a specific organ of your
body. Each organ functions at a different vibrational frequency.
In like, many negative emotions, which are also of different vibrational frequencies, if not
allowed to pass through your bodies, will find their lodgement within fields of related frequencies
within your body and organs. Such negative emotion, being those calibrating under 200 on Dr
David Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness, may lodge anywhere in the bodies, typically on the
meridian line of the related organ to which it relates to and was attracted to.
Such slow vibrating negative emotion is a plasmatic magnetic energy ball. It can grow and grow
by being fed the same fuel coming from a continuation of the same emotional injury. This stuck
ball of energy will restrict the movement of needed energy flow along the meridian. This will
result in discomfort, then pain, and then may manifest in illness in the organ or in aspects or
regions of the body related to that organ.
Allopathic / western medicine treats the
symptoms, however the cause remains
held in the bodies resulting in a further or
similar health issue or a reoccurrence.
The negative emotion, possibly having
been held since very early childhood, can
be easily removed.
Issues within the subtle bodies are
energetic magnetic fields that can be
removed by your focused intent to
recognise the issue, locate the issue, and
enable the bodies to release the emotion
with the support of additional magnetic
energy being provided to your governing
meridian down your spine. Such healing
modalities include the Emotion Code and
Body Code practices, as an example.
The ultimate way to improve your health
condition is to long for and receive Divine
Love, this love slowly but steadily grows
your soul condition and results in
erroneous emotions and injuries being
released from your bodies.
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LETTING GO with The LOVE:
Find a comfortable position to relax and be still and free from interruption.
This may be for a few minutes or as long as you may please.
Long for and ask our Heavenly Parents for Their Love, the ultimate high
octane super fuel being the light golden blue energy substance of Divine Love. Each little drop of the
Divine Love received whilst doing one’s Feeling Healing prompts one a little further. Ask for
assistance and the Love to enable held errors of thought and belief to be released. One’s personal
intent and involvement in letting go of past incurred difficult emotions is most beneficial.
Step 1: Focus on an issue that you would like to feel better about, and then allow yourself to feel
whatever you are feeling in this moment. Identify the negative feeling. Focus quietly on the
feeling. Breathe into the sensations and allow them to be.
Step 2: Ask yourself one of the following three questions:
• Could I let this feeling go?
• Could I allow this feeling to be here?
• Could I welcome this feeling?
The mechanism of letting go is concerned with the emotional “what” from moment to moment,
without involving the intellect. What is the benefit of this emotional feeling? What is the point of
holding this hurtful belief at all? One may start laughing at the absurdity of long held errors or
injuries upon reflection. Breathe into the sensations and allow them to be. Your willingness to
accept the sensations may intensify them. This is okay.
Step 3: No matter which question you started with, ask yourself this simple question: Would I?
In other words: Am I willing to let go?
Step 4: Ask yourself this simpler question: When? This is an invitation to just let it go NOW.
Step 5: Repeat the preceding four steps as often as needed until you feel free of that particular
feeling.
The only way we can truly let go of them is by SPEAKING THEM OUT OF US, getting right
into them with the feeling, and emoting and expressing it – whilst longing to see the truth of it...
Our willingness to let go thinking and accept what’s happening is our ticket to inner freedom. Each
time you sense a disruption inside, turn down the volume on the thoughts, breathe into the sensations
and allow them to be. This is what we need do to let go. Simple. The challenge comes in being
vigilant with letting go all negativity – no exceptions.
Feeling Healing
This process is ever so freeing and uplifting, though sometimes difficult.

with Divine Love is
the key!

Reference: ‘Letting Go – The Pathway of Surrender’ by Dr David R Hawkins
BUT this process does not go deep enough, only FEELING HEALING does!
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Dr DAVID R HAWKINS:
David Ramon Hawkins, M.D. (born June 3, 1927, died 19
September 2012) is an American psychiatrist, mystic, author
and controversial spiritual teacher in Sedona, Arizona. He is
best known for his book Power vs. Force, in which he writes
that applied kinesiology can distinguish the truth or falsity of
any statement. He directs the non-profit Institute for Advanced
Spiritual Research Inc. and operates Veritas Publishing to
publish his books and seminars.
“Make a gift of your life and lift all mankind by being kind,
considerate, forgiving, and compassionate at all times, in all
places, and under all conditions, with everyone as well as
yourself. This is the greatest gift anyone can give.”
“Every thought, action, decision or feeling creates an eddy in the interlocking, inter-balancing, evermoving energy fields of life, leaving a permanent record for all of time. This realization can be
intimidating when it first dawns on us, but it becomes a springboard for rapid evolution.”
“The downside of spiritual education is the buildup of the vanity of 'I know' and the devaluation of
people who are 'not spiritual'. Therefore it is important as a foundation to spiritual training and
education to learn how consciousness manifests as the ego and its mechanisms.”
“It is only the minority of people who seek self-improvement or personal growth. This is because
whatever one's self-criticisms, one secretly really believes that one's way of being is okay and probably
the only correct one. They are alright as they are, and all problems are caused by other people's
selfishness, unfairness, and by the external world.”

Saturday, 5 August 2017: Nanna Beth: David Hawkins is living in the mind worlds, so I am told, and
would be of no benefit to you John. His legacy is again one of those things that sits well with you, that
you enjoy and can relate to and use as you do. And really it is now for humanity to use what is available
to it having come from the mind worlds, because there won’t be anything further coming through from
them. Now it will be up to the natural inspiration of the individual on Earth, and those who are working
with us, those people who want to do their Healing. The ways of the Rebellion and Default are to die, to
fade away, however this will happen gradually as people of it still try to advance themselves, their lives
and humanity in their wrongness, but the next real new inspiration will come from those who embrace
the New Way.

Everything is interconnected.
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MUSINGS by JOHN:

Thursday, 28 September, 2017

Kevin died on 10 August 2012 without any thought for spirituality and no passion for any religion, other
than showing up. On 7 August 2017, he arrived into the 1st Celestial Heaven. Three days short of 5
years!!! He had met his soulmate, Kathaleen, and she arrived a few weeks before him into the first
Celestial Heaven, as you may have read.
The writings that followed from Kevin are outstanding. Kevin is now a world teacher!!! He and
Kathaleen both are. Neither would comprehend this, but they are. Kathaleen and Kevin’s writings
answers and leads anyone to the destination we are to find, in our own time.
I would like to contrast this achievement with someone I greatly respect.
David Ramon Hawkins, M.D. (born June 3, 1927, died 19 September 2012) was an American
psychiatrist, mystic, author and controversial spiritual teacher in Sedona, Arizona. He is best known for
his book Power vs. Force, I have read everything I can about his works – 10 books, plus videos, etc.
Miracles happened around him spontaneously. The Catholic Church would make him a saint within
seconds.
Hmm – Dr David Hawkins has stayed trapped in his mind and may remain in the mind spirit Mansion
World for centuries, unless he embraces his feelings. He will remain stagnant and limited in his mind
condition. Whereas Kevin is now a far greater and truer teacher than this great mind of Dr Hawkins.
What a switch in roles! Kevin has progressed exponentially past Dr Hawkins in soul development. Go
you good things, Kev and Kath.
Cheers John
Same day: Dr David Hawkins: Hello John. I have been asked to speak to you through James in this
way, you being one of my ardent fans and followers of the principles I developed through my life on
Earth.
Your assessment of me is correct, and I did spend time in the mind worlds trying to assimilate all that I
did on Earth with all that was happening to me in my new spirit life.
Upon my arrival over here in the first Mansion World I was greeted as something of a spiritual celebrity
with a host of mind spirits (as James calls them) greeting me, they being the ones who ‘empowered’ me
to do the so-called miracles I did on Earth.
I want to tell you, it’s quite a humbling experience to realise, like many of us who did such marvellous
things on Earth, that it wasn’t actually our own doing, we were not the sole instigator of such
‘happenings’, that it was other spirits working through us. And that although I attributed it to God, still I
secretly thought it was all my own incredible doing, so to have to accept that I was just a conduit – that I
really was, and having little more than an innate ability to be that conduit, I felt a bit flat.
And to bolster my flagging ego, I would tune into those people on Earth who were still thinking well of
me, yourself John being one such person. And here again, by doing this, I gave myself a rude shock
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having to face the fact and realise that few people truly understood what I was teaching, taking my work
and corrupting it for their own gain. And believe it or not, I never thought such a thing would happen.
So, who of my ‘earthly followers’ was staying true to what I taught – who actually got it?
And I kept coming back to you as one of these people John. Admittedly, had I helped you personally,
you’d have had an even greater understanding and appreciation of my work, however you accept it as is
and haven’t corrupted it, and have guided other people to be interested in it. So I have followed you
over the years in this, which meant I also took notice of what you were doing in your other spiritual
interests, some of which were vastly different to anything I’d ever heard about, or found out about over
here in my limited little mind world.
And I write such things in the past tense because I am very happy to say, all of which I am so grateful to
you for John, that I have now progressed into the lowest sector of the Divine Love on the first Mansion
World. I am learning all about it, and about the Healing, all under the incredibly patient and loving
assistance of higher Celestial spirits, like those who wanted me to speak with you today.
So you can chalk me up as one of your admirers, and a mind spirit who has converted to the ‘Ways of
the Divine Love’. I still have a lot more to understand, this is true, and as it’s so different to my earthly
and mind spirit way of thinking, will take time to integrate into my way of thinking – which means, to
change my way of thinking into a completely new way.
That is all I wanted to say. And although you might think that my coming is rather inconvenient with
you having just written about me again, however here I am and this is what I want to say.
All the best to you John. You have no idea how grateful I am to you, and I have a strong pleasant
feeling that that gratitude is only going to increase.
Yours respectfully,
Dr. David Hawkins
(James: As I was reading your comparison of the Doctor with K and K, I started to feel the energy
building... oh here we go again... he’s wanting to speak to me!)
Friday, 29 September 2017: Dear James and John (Noted from Samantha in England)
To be 'used' so fully by Mind Spirits, to create all he (Dr David) did under their influence, all so
cunning, that must have felt quite devastating to him and I am feeling a lot of sadness, emptiness and let
down with in myself as I understand how it feels to learn that my whole life has not been my own but
that of my parents, their will, control and untruth and I have felt feelings of it all being such a waste of
my experience being like that, a waste of the personality God created me to be. I am very sad as Dr
David Hawkins realised how 'used' he has been, being a conduit for the Mind Spirits, I feel like that too,
used by my parents to be as they wanted me to be instead of nurturing me to be myself and help develop
the personality God gifted me.
I (Sam) bought 'Letting Go – the pathway of Surrender' by Dr Hawkins and I was very up with all of his
feeling work but then felt the change in me with the mind dominant aspect of Dr Hawkins work, it was
that I wasn't drawn to and felt myself draw back from it but now he can go on from what he already
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knows, go further into the feeling aspect of what he discovered and I am sure he will get so much
support in that from the Divine Love spirits that are guided to help him. Isn't that just so wonderful
John, to have that help, like you have in Kevin and Kathaleen.

CONCLUSION:
David Hawkins' own story explains that the 'Letting Go' process is inadequate. The ‘Letting Go’
publication and process is his own research. Pure and simple; Dr David was knocking on the door, but
that process was unable to open the door.
Again, his own story now endorses the Feeling Healing process!
This leaves no doubt as to the veracity of what Marion and James and Samantha
are doing. It is THE ONLY WAY! The only way being the Feeling Healing
process coupled with Divine Love.

Feeling
Healing with
Divine Love is
the key!

This clears away confusion for many people who may explore everything.
Other emotional processing and releasing modalities simply do not delve far
enough into one’s injuries and errors of belief. Yes, they provide some
temporary relief, but none of them go beyond the mind and into the soul to the
core and foundation of our injuries, all of which stem from our childhood
upbringing.
Dr David Hawkins has now clearly put aside his own teachings and confirmed that his and all other
modalities are inadequate.
Now, we all can focus upon the only way home!
FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING + SOUL HEALING
To heal one’s self is to simply look to see what feelings we are refusing to let ourself feel, and accept
them instead of denying them. And to fully accept them, one needs to express them, speak about them,
let them have their say, rather than pushing them aside, refusing to let them make you feel bad.
Doing this all with the intention of seeking the truth of why you are feeling them, of speaking about and
expressing all such feelings; all feelings you have, but ALL WITH the INTENTION of UNCOVERING
the TRUTH THEY WANT YOU TO SEE ABOUT YOURSELF. And it’s the wanting to see the truth
of them that is very important, because if you just look to accept them and speak and express them, but
not seek their truth, then that’s all you’ll be doing, speaking and expressing them, but not healing their
causes, so not fixing the things within you that are making you feel bad. And it’s the truth part of it,
seeking the truth of your feelings, and so, seeking the truth through your feelings, that’s vitally
important. It’s the truth of yourself, life, nature and God, that is the spiritual aspect to it all.
You CAN’T find the truth of yourself, or anything else, through and with only your mind. You HAVE
to engage and look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the
Way’, then the truth will come as you express them. So to do our Soul-Healing consists of these steps,
all of which are ongoing until it's done:

Admit you are feeling bad.

Accept your bad feelings, identify what they are.

Honour fully your bad feelings by expressing them, speaking about them to someone who is
willing to hear you talk about them, or tell them out loud to our Heavenly Parents. Long for
the truth of them. Long for the truth of why you feel bad – what deep within you is causing
your bad feelings?

And remember, bad feelings are Good! Not bad. They are not to be despised. And as hard
as it is to accept them, they are still you, and a very real part of you. And if you persist in
denying them and not allowing yourself to fully live them, then you are only going to keep
yourself in your errors making things harder for yourself.

All sickness and suffering, all bad things that happen to you, all your problems, all your
addictions – your whole feeling-denying and untrue life, is all caused by your denial of bad
feelings.

Every problem in the world is brought about because everyone has been brought up to deny
feelings, and in particular, most of their bad ones.
If one is intent on spiritually evolving and growing in truth, then it’s vital, and this is the key, that one
looks to use one’s feelings as the means to gain and have access to the truth of oneself. You CAN’T
find the truth of yourself or anything else through and with only your mind. You HAVE to engage and
look to your feelings. And so if you choose to allow your feelings to ‘Show You the Way’, then the
truth will come as you express them.
Doing your Soul-Healing with the Divine Love, is really doing your 'Feeling-Healing'. We are designed
— created — to be self-revealing of truth, and so we are all to uncover the truth within ourselves and for
ourselves, and all being done by living true to our feelings. If you accept, express and seek the truth
of your feelings, then truth will come to you, and you’ll grow spiritually. It’s as easy as that. Also
it is as easy as it is to long for, ask for and receive Divine Love.
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The beauty of it all, is the truth comes to you through your own feelings. You don’t need to be told it by
anyone. You can work it all out for yourself. We are self-revealing of truth, it’s how God created us to
be, and by being it we’ll feel the happiest we can feel. Truth is our great comforter, so when you feel it
come up within you, ah it feels so good and you feel just right – perfect!
We know only how to deny feelings, now we can get to know how to accept them. And always with the
truth being the most important part.
If you don’t want to uncover the truth of your feelings, then you can keep on expressing them forever
but you will never fully heal yourself. Seeing the truth results in the Healing. And to see the truth you
need to express all the pain out of you. The two things go hand in hand.
You can accept and express your bad feelings, letting off steam all day long, yet nothing will heal and
nothing much will come of it. So this is where wanting your feelings to show you the truth of why
you’re feeling as you are is so important.
Don’t go fishing with your mind, that will shut the truth out from rising up for you.
KEEP YOUR MIND OUT OF IT. It’s a feeling thing, doing your Feeling-Healing.
(This is where we erred previously, and this how other modalities are in error.)
You long when you can, then stop longing and keep expressing. And at some point, and it might not
even happen immediately, it might happen after days or weeks of expressing the same bad feelings, truth
will come to you. And it does, it just comes up suddenly into your consciousness. You just know. You
see the picture and you feel it’s true. And you know it’s true. And THEN your mind can come in and
start sorting it out and putting in context.
It’s the Truth that we are seeking. It’s the End Point. The Reason for doing your Healing. You are to
see the whole Truth of yourself. And to begin with, that’s the whole truth of your unloving self, of your
wrongness, of your evilness, of why you are as you are in your negative unloving mind-controlling state.
To be able to fully accept yourself as you are, warts and all. To not fight or resist or try and change
yourself, just to accept all you feel and all the truth of all those bad feelings you feel about yourself.
And when you do, so you will be healed. You CAN’T heal yourself unless you uncover the truth of
your pain, suffering and so the truth of all your bad feelings.
Through our Feeling-Healing we long for the truth of what we’re feeling whenever we can. So as often
as you can. You want, and REALLY WANT WITH ALL YOUR BEING, ALL YOUR WILL, to know
why you are feeling bad. You yearn, want, long and beg and beg and BEG God to show you the truth of
yourself through your feelings. So when you are expressing your bad feelings you can stop and long for
the truth to show you what’s going on, why do you feel so bad, and you can do it any time you think of
it or feel to do it.
Notes from ‘Feeling Healing’ by James Moncrief
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Our FEELINGS are our SUPREME GUIDES:
Feelings are what guide us through our ascension of truth. So they are really our Supreme
Guides. Many people look for a person, spirit, angel, even God, for supreme guidance, however it’s all
right there already built in – in our feelings. We just have to submit to them, allowing them to take
us where they will, expressing all the parts we want to express, letting the emotion drive that
expression if it’s there to be expressed, or just talking about all we feel and how feeling that feeling
is making us feel – or, how we feel about having that feeling, all whilst longing for the truth of our
feelings. Longing for the truth of our feelings is really: Longing for the truth of our self, because:
we are our feelings. So life stirs up our feelings, we feel being alive; or, being alive means we are
feeling, always feeling; and when we work out what and why we are feeling what we are, so then
we know the truth of how we are. And over time the truth accumulates, and our mind expands
our understanding of ourselves, all being driven from our feelings.
Kevin 26 Sep 2017

Using our feelings to uncover the whole truth of our negative or anti truth and anti
love state.
Kevin: So whilst we’re of an untrue state, then all we have got to help us understand why we feel
bad, why we are wrong, why we are negative and anti love and truth, is our feelings. So if we
focus on our bad feelings, they will lead us to the truth of why we’re feeling bad. Which will be
the truth of what happened to us to make us be this wrong way, and how we took on the wrong
way and keep it going making us feel bad.

Note: The vital difference between emotion and feeling is that emotions
have their roots in the past, and feelings relate to the present moment.
Emotions represent our feelings which were not previously expressed,
and these accumulate with time.
Note: Our feelings are soul-based. Our soul is always in truth. It is
our soul based feelings, that when allowed to be freely recognised,
we will begin to express and be who we are. This takes time and
perseverance as we have encrusted our souls with layers upon layers
of errors and false beliefs, it is these layers that will confuse the
truth that our soul is conveying to us. Only by our progression with our Feeling Healing will our
soul’s expression of truth become clear and free of all cloudiness and contamination.
“What our soul needs in accordance with our own, individual, Soul-Light-Plan-Of-Destiny (your life’s
true destiny plan), They, being our Mother and Father, will give you as required. The only way we can
know truly what we need is to honour and follow our true feelings. They, springing from our soul,
literally telling us what we need, and so when we genuinely feel we need something, we apply our will
to get it. The hard part is knowing if our feelings are true, and until we have done our whole soulhealing, they won’t be clear and totally true.” James – Introduction Course to Divine Love Spirituality
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Feelings First Spirituality
The New Way
Feelings First
FF
Feeling Free
The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality
Learn to live with God through your Feelings
Accept, express and long for the truth of your feelings
Be free in your feelings
Free your feelings from your mind’s control
Live true to your feelings; your feelings are your true self
Live true to yourself through your feelings

LOVE
TRUTH
LIFE

Live true to yourself by living true to your feelings.
Long for the truth of your feelings.
Accept / Express / Bring out ALL of your good, and most importantly,
BAD feelings.
Want to understand why you’re feeling them.
Use your surface feelings to take you deeper into your repressed and
hidden feelings.

LOVE
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The Feeling Way is the True Way.
Your feelings are your spiritual guide.
Your feelings will take you to God.

TRUTH

Your feelings will show you the truth of your relationships, including
your relationship with God; and if anything is wrong, untrue and
unloving, then why it is.
Our feelings are sacrosanct and we should respect them accordingly. And we should NEVER block
them out, ignore, override, banish, deny or reject them, because if we do, we’re only doing that to
ourselves, as Our Feelings Are Our Self.
Our feelings are the gateway to our soul. Our feelings are the closest we can get to our soul. Knowing
the truth of our feelings is knowing the truth of our soul, and knowing the truth of God.

Feelings First Spirituality is the True path for humanity.
It embraces all people.
It completely unifies the world.
Everyone can relate to everyone else through their feelings.
And we can all live the truth that comes from our feelings, all sharing
the same truths as we express and have the same feelings.
No one need be left out; no one is more special than anyone else – we
are all united in Truth through our feelings.
So with and through our truth we live our lives, therefore without the need of any man-made mind-laws,
rules and restrictions that limit self-expression as inspired by our feelings.

LIFE

The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality is what is to replace all man-made, mind-contrived religions
that so many people have enslaved themselves to. The New Way, Feelings First Spirituality will set us
free of all that control, ending the Rebellion and Default within ourselves as we do our Feeling-Healing,
and ending such control and spiritual stagnation in the world.
Bring on the End Times – get it over and done with! Let’s all see that Jesus is not going to come again,
that Prophecy has failed all the mind-controlled platforms. Allow such false systems of belief to die
their long-awaited natural death, they’ve overstayed their welcome, it’s now time they fade away. So let
us show such antiquated, erroneous systems of belief the exit and bring on the fresh liberation of
discovering the truth of how we are to live for ourselves, each of us personally in our lives, and all by
looking to our own feelings for it. Self-revelation through our feelings is the way to go.
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The Way of the Mind is ending, and is really the End Times – the End of our mind control, and it’s
about time! With the Way of our Feelings replacing it.
The End Times means the end and therefore a New Beginning. And that new beginning is a whole new
Spiritual Age – an age based on self-revelation of truth through one’s feelings, coupled with and
supported by higher revelations from the Celestial spirits, angels and nature spirits.

The Feelings First Spirituality is the True Way to God because it helps you get to know God, helping
you to reach out, connect and be personal with God, and do God’s Will, all through your feelings. It is
the only true way of getting to know the God of Feelings – our beloved Heavenly Mother and Father, the
Great Soul of Divine Love.

Love comes through our feelings and not our mind, as we’ve all been wrongly led to believe.

Feelings First; then comes The Truth; then comes Love.
LOVE is the Religion of Feelings, being:

Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way
Great
U-Turn
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The
Celestial Truth:
Truly all-loving;
Living true to oneself;
Mind supporting Feelings;
Living with the Divine Love;
Fully Healed of the Rebellion and Default.

THE FEELING WAY
Feeling – Ascendance
Unlimited progression
 Living true to your untruth;
 Honouring all your bad feelings;
 Expressing feelings to uncover their
truth;
 Healing the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling unloved; being unloving;
 Feeling as bad as you can feel;
 Feeling like you are no one special;
 Longing for the Divine Love.

CHOICE is OURS to MAKE:

THE MIND WAY
Mind – Transcendence
Limited progression
 Enlightenment, Nirvana, feeling allloving;
 All false, mind-contrived. Anti-truth,
anti-love;
 Still evolving the Rebellion and Default
within yourself;
 Feeling and believing you are the
Superior One;
 Living with your mind in control of
your feelings;
 Living rejecting all your bad feelings;
 Living with your mind contriving you
feel loved;
 Rejecting the Divine Love.

All religions, New Age, agnostic,
atheists, no spiritual interest,
Living the Rebellion and Default.

Hell:
Exploiting the Rebellion and Default.
The Feelings are the doer; the Mind the teller. So we are to go with our feelings, which we
can’t be told to do with our mind. So the longing for the Divine Love, doing our Healing by
expressing our feelings and longing for their truth, are all feelings and doing it with longing.
Whereas the mind just wants to tell us what to do and how to be, no feelings in it, all how our
parents have treated us.
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THE HEALING OF YOUR BAD FEELINGS THROUGH THEIR ACCEPTANCE
AND FINDING THE TRUTH OF THEM, IS THE ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR
NEGATIVE, REBELLIOUS, EVIL, IMPERFECT MIND AND WILL CONDITION.
To do our feeling-healing we need to become:
Aware of – Acknowledge – and Admit, our bad feelings.
So we can:
Accept – them and allow ourselves to Be them.
And then if we feel to, take:
Action – Express, speak and emote them.
Talk about them.
All being done whilst longing to, really wanting to, see the TRUTH of our feelings.
So it sounds simple.
So I repeat:
We accept our bad feelings by expressing – speaking about them to someone willing to listen
to us and take us seriously. And as we speak we long for the truth of them – why we are
feeling them – to be made known to us. And when we uncover and see the truth we are
FREE! – healed of the causes that have made us feel bad.
Accept, Express – see the Truth, and you're Free!
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL YOU FEEL, THINK AND ARE, IS THE KEY TO DOING
YOUR HEALING; THAT, AND WANTING TO SEE THE TRUTH OF ALL YOU
FEEL, THINK AND ARE.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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Revelation 1: Our soul becomes encrusted
with harmful ways of life, plus negative and
erroneous beliefs, these mainly stem from our
childhood upbringing and environment. Thus
we live untrue to ourselves, we become ‘evil’.
Whilst we hold to these injuries we limit the
amount of Love that we can receive into our
soul. To open our soul to the Love we must
firstly and progressively feel into our
emotional injuries and allow them to be
released. Until we emotionally experience
past errors and injuries we hold onto them.
To free our soul of damage and toxic emotions
we must open ourselves to experiencing them.
This is a progressive, slow and uncomfortable
cleansing process that we must all experience.
Only by addressing the generational injuries
will we, as humanity, evolve in love.
To fully divest one’s self of our badness, we have to ‘go into’ our feelings. Call this process of
clearing toxic emotions as ‘Letting Go’, ‘Emotional Processing’, ‘Journey Process’ or ‘Feeling
Healing’. Embracing Divine Love then Feeling Healing becomes Soul Healing.
As part of our Feeling-Healing we will have to work our way into all our feelings to see if indeed
they are coming truly from our heart and soul, or if they are being heavily influenced by our
mind. And this will then lead us into questioning and uncovering the truth, if there is any, to
our beliefs and why we behave the way we do; and is such behaviour based on truth, or is it
based once again on untruth, belief, and rules of our mind.
Revelation 2: We can long for, ask for and receive the
Mother and Father’s Divine Love. The greater our soul
is free of error and injury, the more of the Divine Love
can be received and assimilated into our natural love
formed soul. The Love does not free us of injury,
however, it strengthens our resolve to continue on our
journey to be free of error and injury, to step away from
evil aspects that have been encapsulated within our
humanness and soul. It is this Love, the Divine Love,
that brings about immortality of our soul and it is this
Love that will eventually fit us to enter the Celestial
Heavens and progress for ever more onwards to
Paradise. These two revelations free us from error and
enable us to grow in love ever more.

Immortality with the Love.
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JAMES

PADGETT
MONCRIEF

1 Commenced
2 Completed

1914
2014

1
The availability of Divine Love, should we so ask for it, being revelation 1:
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parent’s Divine Love, and that this Love
is causing change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known
to man and spirit is that this is the way the Father is actually loving us! When
we progress, it is the Father’s way of loving us into love and then we live what
we are, love.
2
The way to clear one’s soul of childhood errors and injuries is revelation 2:
To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is begun by embracing
Feeling Healing, so as to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Love, then
one is also Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept
and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst
longing for the truth they are to show us.

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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LUMINOSITY of the SOUL can be LIKENED to the FOLLOWING:
1st sphere, lower regions – Natural Love MoC 50+/The soul condition of a soul that is obliged to spend some time
within the ‘hells’ may be no bigger than a dried garden pea.
There is no luminosity and the environment is total darkness.
The typical soul condition of humanity is such that they
generate the luminosity of a single candle.
1st sphere, mid regions – Natural Love
MoC 210
A soul that has grown in love and soul condition equivalent to
the 8th sphere – the point of becoming at one with God, the
luminosity of such a soul is equivalent to the midday sun.
8th sphere – only possible with Divine Love while doing one’s
Feelin Healing!
MoC 1,000+
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OUR JOURNEY of GROWTH in LOVE
All we need do is to ask for God’s Divine
Love – it is that simple.
Ask directly, no intermediaries needed.

Father
Mother

Souls, being thoughts of God, are ready
for incarnation in their billions. These
souls are at the level of the 6th sphere in a
natural love state, however, they are not
within the 6th sphere perse. These souls
are not self aware. Prior to incarnation,
they do not express free will.
There is nothing of the Divine within the
soul.
They have an instinct to incarnate.
Incarnation of the two soul halves, male
and female aspects, typically occurs within
a 5 or 6 year time frame, however the
timing may be 20 to 60 years apart.
To become conscious of self, you must
incarnate.
This is the individualisation process.

GOD,
FATHER,
MOTHER,
CREATOR,
HEAVENLY
PARENTS
Unknown
number of
spheres, yet to
be created, so
as to reach the
level of the
Creator.
Spheres in
the heavens
are not
actually
numbered,
this is an
indicative
outline.

8
7
6
5
Soul does not
know sexuality.
The soul half that incarnates is the one
most suitable for the characteristics and
character of the attracting parents.
Upon incarnation, one’s soul condition
adjusts to reflect the soul conditions of
those around it, typically reflecting closely
the soul conditions of one’s parents.
Upon completion of individualisation
process, that is incarnation which may be
only a short experience in the mother’s
womb, we never need return to the
physical state. To be able to return to our
Heavenly Parents, we need to use our free
will and ask for Their Divine Love.

4
3
2
1

Earth plane
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME:
We need the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair to Heal ourselves; then
once Healed, (and for support (overshadowing) as well through your
Healing), we need the Creator Pair, Mary Magdalene and Jesus’ Spirits
of Truth to see us through the Celestial spheres, while at all times
embracing our Heavenly Mother and Father.
Until Mary and Jesus died and liberated their Spirits of Truth, no one
from any of the worlds could leave Nebadon, because no one knew the
way to do so. Nebadon is our local universe containing some 3.8 million
inhabited physical worlds and their associated spirit worlds.
When we embrace the truths Mary and Jesus are revealing, and start to do
our Feeling Healing, or with Divine Love, Soul Healing, we are then
freeing ourselves up fro m our parental and self control.

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

Thus our journey to Paradise, to the home of our Heavenly Parents, is of
our choosing as to when we progress, however, there is only one way:
HUM: Humanity is to ascend. We are self contained. Our soul is
always in truth and perfect at all times. By living true to ourself, true to
our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

J&M

We are to recognise that being engaged and dominated by our mind is the
wrong way for us to evolve and grow in truth. We are to discard the
mind enslavement that has been imposed upon as by all of our parents.
We are to express our feelings, both good and bad and free ourselves of
the indoctrination that humanity has embraced worldwide.
Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own
soul, but also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all
your feelings, IS living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS
living even more truly the Will of our Mother and Father.
AVO: We are to embrace the truths and guidance of the Avonal Pair
through their Spirits of Truth. It is the Avonal Pair’s guidance that will
lead us through our Feeling Healing, and with Divine Love, we will be
able to ascend through the 7 spirit Mansion Worlds and enter the
Celestial Heavens where we also interact with other world’s spirits.
J&M: We are also to embrace the truths and guidance of the Paradise
Pair, Mary and Jesus, who will then lead us through the 3 Celestial
Heavens that are aligned with Earth, and then further on through
Nebadon where we will then depart beyond on towards Paradise.
M&F: Beyond the universal zone of Nebadon, we will be guided by our
Heavenly Mother and Father onwards through the universes to Paradise
where we will be welcomed by them, home for us all, as we are all
Children of God.

AVO

HUM
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WE ALL ARE BEING GUIDED HOME – NOW, HOW TO COMMENCE THE JOURNEY:

GOD
Father
Mother
M&F

For 200,000 years, we have been misled into embracing our mind’s
distortion of wisdom and truth. All such traditional understandings
only lead us in the wrong direction, from which we must turn back
from. Our soul based feelings are always in truth. Our minds are to
follow our soul based truths and feelings, not the other way round, as
we have been brought up to embrace.
We are to connect with our deeper repressed feelings.
We are to long for the truth of what we are feeling.
We are to live true to our selves; by living true to our feelings.
Use your surface day-to-day feelings to connect with your deeper
repressed feelings. Express your surface feelings and your deeper
repressed feelings to uncover the truth of yourself.
We all have feelings which we communicate and share with each
other. And we all have deeper buried and hidden repressed feelings.
Feelings from our early childhood we felt, yet weren’t allowed to
express. These feelings are still within us, waiting to have their say.
These feelings, because they are repressed, cause us all our problems.

J&M

And as we look to uncover, bring out and accept these deeper feelings,
so we’re taken into new ways of looking at ourselves, our feelings, and
our life. We’re setting ourselves free of the controlling patterns that
govern our unloving behaviour.
In this way, we progressively begin to express the personality that our
Heavenly Mother and Father gave us, not the one imposed upon us by
our physical parents and carers. We are to be our true and real selves.
By living true to ourself, true to our feelings, we are living true to
God. It’s that simple.

AVO

As we, humanity, long for the truth of our feelings, we can also be
assisted by the Spirits of Truth of the Avonal Pair who are our spiritual
teachers for Earth over this coming 1,000 years, to assist us through the
Great U-Turn, away from mind dominance to being soul based feeling
lead. They will assist us through the seven levels of the spirit Mansion
Worlds.
Then the Creator Pair, Jesus and Mary, will lead us through Nebadon
and into the greater universe. Then our Heavenly Mother and Father
lead us home to Paradise.

HUM
Collectively, should we embrace them all, as we are to, then our
pathway home is a journey in the hands of the Spirits of Truth of the
Avonal and Paradise Pairs overseen by our Heavenly Parents.
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The Key

HOW TO GET TO PARADISE:

Long for the Divine Love
Long for the Truth
Long for the truth of your feelings
Don’t deny any feelings: accept, express and want to know the truth of them
Know your feelings are the key; your feelings are the Way
Want to end your falseness and being untrue
Want to understand the truth of your early life
Use your surface feelings to move deeper into yourself, bringing up your repressed feelings
Want and long to know the whole truth of yourself
Want to do it all with God, your Heavenly Mother and Father – long to Them for help.

Divine Love

Natural Love

Truth
Feelings

Life
Relationships

LONGING
Our longing drives our life. We long with feelings. We can wish for things using our mind, yet
long for things with our heart. These things in the pyramid are what to long for. Longing for
them, when the longing comes naturally. Longing because you feel you really want them. Long
to be true with all your heart. Long to live true to your feelings. Long to understand the whole
truth of yourself.
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GOD
Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

PARADISE TRINITY:
1.
Our MOTHER and FATHER (God)
(MF) – Divine Love
SOUL (God) – One SOUL that is expressing its two PERSONALITIES, our Heavenly Mother
and Heavenly Father (Soulmates / Soul Partners)
2.
ETERNAL SON
(ES) – Divine Truth
3.
INFINITE DAUGHTER
(ID) – Divine Mind
Then: The Second and Third Persons of the Paradise Trinity (ES and ID) are stepped down to
the local universe trinity (Mary and Jesus, Divine Minister (DM), and her Holy Spirit.
The LOCAL UNIVERSE TRINITY:
Our MOTHER and FATHER – Love
1.
MARY M and JESUS
– the Living Truth
2.
DIVINE MINISTER
– Mind (and her Holy Spirit)
3.
HUMANITY – Natural love, sons and Daughters – Truth, and our Angels – Mind
PLANETS that engage in REBELLION:
1.
AVONAL SOULMATE PAIR
2.
DAYNAL – TEACHER PAIRS
So in summary:

– the Feeling Healing process – incarnate
– they do not incarnate

LOVE
Mother and Father

TRUTH
Eternal Son (ES)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Humanity (H)
Consider a diamond:

MIND
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Divine Minister and Holy Spirit (DM)
Angels, Nature Spirits, Nature (A)

MF

ES

ID

Divine Love

Natural Love

MJ

Humanity

DM

HA

Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature
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Creator Son & Daughter
Jesus and Mary

Avonals
as soulmate pairs

Trinity Teachers
as soulmate pairs

Melchizediks – who have taken over from the Caligastians and Daligastians being also
all as soulmate pairs / soul partners.
Mortal Souls – human beings who individualise on Earth, then progress through the
spirit Mansion Worlds, then into the Celestial Heavens, and beyond.
Mortal Souls – also being ascending spirits, upon completing their Soul Healing, join
with their soulmate, then join their soul group of 24 mortal spirits, being 12 soul pairs.
It is only as a soulgroup that anyone can progress beyond Nebadon.
The Paradise Pairs are all ONLY concerned with the SPIRITUAL wellbeing and upliftment of the
planets and local universe. Currently to do with Earth:
Mary and Jesus – spiritual wellbeing and upliftment of the whole of Nebadon region.
Avonal Pair – Daynal pairs (Trinity Teacher Daughters and Sons) – Spiritual wellbeing and upliftment
of individual planets and their associated mansion worlds.
The Local universal Sons and Daughters are all about the running of the worlds under their jurisdiction,
and ensuring the higher spiritual elements can be employed, or sent astray, as in our cases through the
Rebellion and Default.
Lanonandeks – Melchizedeks (and others, such as Life Carriers and Eve and Adam).
As the Lanonandeks all rebelled – the Lucifers, Satans, Caligastias and Daligastias soulmate pairs / soul
partners – so the Melchizedeks have taken over their roles, as well as doing their own.
So the Melchizedeks are the governors, overseers, the administrators and advisors and so on for Earth;
they are the ‘controllers’, and they will instigate all that needs to be done to do with the ending of the
Rebellion and Default. And they will enlist the willing help of ascending mortal pairs, so the mortal
Celestials spirits (soulmates when available, and others waiting to unite with their partner), and at times
mortal spirits in the Divine Love Healing Mansion Worlds. And the angels help all of us.
Currently the whole of Creation exists for the ascension of mortal souls from their earth planets to
Paradise. It’s all one vast Grand Ascension Scheme. With all the higher and lower spiritual Daughters
and Sons, together with all the many different angels and other universal spirit personalities, and even
including nature and our very own pets, assisting women and men with their Ascension Journey. It
being: and Ascension of Truth. Everything we do is done to help us grow in truth. (Only everything we
do in our negative state is to deny ourselves our truth from our feelings, which is why we have to do our
Healing.) All women and men are ascending (or growing) in truth through their experiences. And as we
grow in truth by looking to our feelings to show us that truth, so we’re ascending, moving inwards and
upwards through all the worlds and spheres of the Grand Universe to one day arrive on Paradise and
meet our Heavenly Parents. God is providing us, Their children, with this spiritual journey called our
Ascension of Truth. And by living true to our feelings, so we are progressing on our true Spiritual Path
– our Ascension Path.
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Live true to your feelings, and you ARE living true, not only to your own soul, but
also true to God’s soul. So doing your Healing by honouring all your feelings, IS
living the will of God. And being fully Healed, IS living even more truly the Will of
your Mother and Father.

TRUTH PATHWAY

MIND PATHWAY
Mother Father (MF – God)
Eternal Son (ES)
Infinite Daughter (ID)
Mary & Jesus (MJ)
Divine Minister (DM)
Humanity & Angels (HA)

Consider a diamond:

MF

(Truth) ES

ID (Mind)

Divine Love
Truth

Natural Love
Mind

MJ

DM

(Right pathway)
( for Humanity )
Humanity

HA

(Wrong pathway)
( for Humanity )
Nature Spirits, and our
Angels, and Nature

Humanity is to pursue the pathway for Truth through one’s soul based feelings, this is the
right pathway. However, humanity commences its journey founded on natural love, which
we now know is to be perfected through one’s Feeling Healing process and then made
divine through asking for and receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love.
For 200,000 years, humanity has pursued the pathway of the Mind, being that of the brain,
this is the wrong pathway. The Mind is the pathway for Angels and that of all of Nature.
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CREATION of SOUL and SPIRIT:

GOD

God is The Paradise Trinity — the eternal
Deity union of the Personalities: the
Universal Mother and Father; the Eternal Son
of Truth; and the Infinite Daughter Spirit of
Mind.

Father
Mother
Eternal Son
of Truth

Feeling

Soulmate

Spirit

Infinite Daughter
of Mind

Pathway

Mind

Pair

Angel

Person

Nature

The soul of each human personality (sons
and daughters of truth) is existential, driving
our personality expression in the experiential.
The soul of each human finds truth by
embracing one’s feelings and longing for the
truth of them. We are to attain the Eternal
Son of Truth. We are a creation of Truth.

The soul of angels is experiential, evolving
through their experience by continually
progressing in mind development. Angels
Pathway are to attain the Infinite Daughter (Spirit) of
Mind. Angels are a creation of Mind.
Our soul is duplex (we have a soulmate) and
is created by our Heavenly Parents. Through
our Feeling Healing we perfect ourselves
enabling the union with our soulmate, as we
progress in truth up through the Mansion
Worlds, celestial heavens and all the way to
Paradise.
The soul of angels is also duplex, yet of the
mind, and they progress in mind evolution to
Paradise. Animals, plants and nature spirits
are also creations of Mind.

Spirit

Neither we nor animals reincarnate. We
never die; upon death, we move into the
spirit Mansion Worlds on our journey to
Paradise. When animals and plants die, be
they the tiny microbe to the mighty elephants
of the land and the whales of the ocean, their
spirit energy returns to the Spirit Collective
Energy. And from this energy are
drawn other animals and the nature
spirits, who then in turn move onto
becoming angels through increasing
mind experience.
A nature spirit is an angel in waiting.
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DIVINE LOVE – what does it do?
The divine gift from asking for and receiving Divine Love will steadily, but with certainty, raise one’s
quality of life and also of all those around such a person who is seeking and receiving this Love.
The receiving of Divine Love, which is a substance, with certainty, progressively:


























Raises one’s love for those around them, whilst embracing one’s Feeling Healing.
Raises one’s perception of all things – naturally grows one’s intelligence – soul intelligence.
Enables one to feel and resolve negative emotional issues more readily during Feeling Healing.
Humility becomes self evident. Humility enables one to feel their errors and emotions.
Divine Love strengthens one’s resolve to express errors, emotional injuries and untruths.
Divine Love with Feeling Healing to remove emotional errors, enhances one’s health.
Divine Love enables one to become more childlike – not adult serious at all times.
Divine Love raises one’s capability of feeling – no longer needing to be mind controlling.
By becoming feeling orientated, one no longer is mind / intellectually dominated.
The strength to fight and overcome sin and error is strengthened through the Divine Love.
The Law of Compensation process is more resolved by Feeling Healing with Divine Love.
Receipt of Divine Love grows one’s faith, beliefs become faith and then knowing.
As our faith grows our intensity to ask and then receive Divine Love grows.
We begin to follow our passions and desires, no longer fear and mind driven.
Truth being told at all times then progressively becomes a way of life.
Our quality of life blossoms, our finances and relationships prosper.
Man creates his own environment, seeking Divine Love can vastly improve one’s environment.
Health carers receiving Divine Love enhance healing outcomes beyond comprehension.
Receiving Divine Love may assist in bringing a struggling marriage back into harmony.
You progressively become dependent upon our Heavenly Parents, not self dependent.
Personal growth in love directly assists the soul condition growth of one’s children.
Divine Love assists one’s rate of soul condition to progress whilst embracing Feeling Healing.
Divine Love is a substance that changes the human soul to that of the Divine.
Without Divine Love, one cannot progress into the Celestial Spheres (8 th sphere and higher).
Divine Love, with Feeling Healing, enables everlasting Love and Life in the Celestial Heavens.

“The Law of Compensation doesn’t operate on isolated actions, but on the overall condition of people’s
souls, because the deeds are the consequence of this condition. Our behaviour is the reflection of our
souls. Never see isolated deeds, always see souls whose condition leads to certain deeds. It is the soul
condition which determines the motive and consequently the action. It is our lack of trust in God, this
ultimate and definitive trust, which only soul development may give us. This lack is why we suffer.”
Judas of Kerioth 5th October 2001
As you grow in love, illness issues abate, financial security improves, and your treatment of your fellow
man is the same as how you would like to be treated. You grow in natural intelligence, your perception
on many subjects becomes profoundly more loving and supportive of and for your way of life and how
you interact with your fellow man.
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This quality of life and love permeates and extends into every facit of your physical life and continues to
grow as you progress on your journey within the spirit world.
Your capabilities to ask for and receive Divine Love is a gift between you and your creator, God. You
do not need an intermediator, nor do you need to join with any organisation. This is your own personal
journey and experience. You can share this with others, but no one can take it away from you.
Natural Love Flow
Divine Love Flow
Natural love is Creation’s love;
Divine Love is Soul’s love.
One can swap back and forwards between paths
I am God
I am God’s son / daughter / child
Intellectual
Emotional
Self reliant (trust myself)
God reliant (God relationship)
Self-determination way of life
Soul-spirit living harmony
Mind dominates
Soul dominates
Adult like
Child like
Control
Feeling
Millions of paths (man created)
Defined path (God created)
Peak possibility is 6th sphere
Peak possibility is infinity
time to complete path:
(sphere / mansion world are same)
100 years to over 1,000 years
5 years to over 10 years to at-onement
This Love will elevate the human soul to a condition that it may perceive the spiritual truths which God
has waiting to be revealed to Their children who aspire to understand the nature of the divine and what
their true relationship to Them and their family of souls is.
“Keep faith with God, and be open to Their Love, and you will overcome with confidence and, indeed,
peace of mind, optimism and happiness, those circumstances that seem to mar the fulfilment of your
years.” Mary (mother)
http://new-birth.net/ntr/samuels14.htm

‘The difference between what are regarded as two paths, the Natural Love Path
and the Divine Love Path, is, essentially, the amount of Divine Love that beings
have been able to acquire.’
Quote from Celestial Spirit Richard 22 Dec 2012
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Prayer for Divine Love
Long to God for Their Divine Love
Begin with the understanding that God, your Heavenly Mother and Heavenly Father, are
offering you Their Divine Love. And all you have to do is want it, want Them to give it
to you, to love you. So when you feel you want it, you long directly to Them for it,
asking them through your feelings (with longing) to fill your heart and soul with Their
Divine Love.
You can long for Their Divine Love, anywhere and at any time. It can be a formal prayer
– longing, such as sitting in meditation or prayer, opening your heart to Them, and
longing to Them for Their Divine Love. Or you can do it spontaneously on the go, when
the desire to long to Them for Their Divine Love comes over you, or when you
remember to do it.
Wanting God’s Divine Love in your soul is about wanting to develop a very personal
relationship with your Heavenly Parents. Speak to God as your real Parents. Tell Them
all you are thinking and feeling, as you would your earthly parents (provided you had a
loving relationship enough with them to do that.) If you feel angry with God, hating
Them, express all your negative unloving feelings to Them too. Don’t hold back, share
and give all of yourself to Them, They want to get to know you, as you want to get to
know Them. And keep longing for Their Divine Love.
We have to long, reach out wanting Their love through our feelings and with the full will
of wanting it, which doesn’t involve any words, so with the mind staying out of it. It’s a
yearning from your heart wanting to be loved by Them, so wanting Them to give you
Their Divine Love – to love you, and to make you feel loved by Them. So it doesn’t
involve words, it’s an inner yearning, longing, desire to partake of their Divine Love that
is required by us. Then we can support this longing using our mind by saying actual
words (praying). So say whatever words you want to say to Them, whilst you are
longing with your heart for Their Divine Love.
Just be yourself, say whatever you want to Them, as you long for Their Divine Love.
The more personal, open and honest you can be with Them the better your relationship
with Them can develop.
And once you’ve longed, which can take only a moment, then give yourself time for
Them to love you. You might feel the Holy Spirit coming about you, and then Their
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Divine Love coming into you, gently, very subtly, or strongly, even very strongly in a
whoosh. It’s different for each of us, and different often each time we long. And if you
have previously longed to God in any way yet not specifically for Their Divine Love,
when you do specifically ask Them for it, it will be a very familiar experience you’ll have
receiving it.
If you are sitting formally in mediation or prayer, once you’ve longed to Them for Their
Divine Love, and you feel the Holy Spirit bringing it to you, you might find your head
wants to move upwards as if looking into Heaven. Allow it too, but if it wants to keep
going, don’t stress yourself by hurting your neck, bring your head forward again. It’s a
lovely feeling sitting in the Light of the Divine Love, feeling it coming into your heart
and soul. And you might find that you enjoy sitting for five minutes or half an hour, then
suddenly the ‘light goes off’ and the prayer is over as you’ve received enough Divine
Love for the time being.
Also, don’t be surprised if at first you can feel the Love readily coming into you but as
the years pass it seems to get less and less and you feel less inclined to long for it. This is
naturally meaning you have received enough for the time being, you will need to do more
of your Spiritual Healing before your soul is ready to receive more.
Summary:
Long with all your heart to your Heavenly Mother and Father for Their Divine Love.

James Moncrief
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Prayers to our Mother and Father
From ‘Religion of Feelings’ by James Moncrief
Please Mother and Father help me accept my untrue state and bring up all my repressed feelings so I can
see the full truth of why I feel so unloved and all that’s wrong with me.
Please Mother and Father help me see the truth of myself through my feelings.
Please my beloved Heavenly Parents, fill my soul with Your Divine Love. I long for Your Divine Love;
please answer my prayer and yearning to be at-one with You and do Your Will by living true to myself
and all my feelings. Please fill my heart and soul with Your Divine Love – please make my soul like
Yours – Divine.
Please Mother and Father, I want to uncover the whole truth of myself through my feelings. I want to be
able to feel and accept just how bad I am, how bad I feel I am, how bad I’ve been in my life. I want to
know the whole ugly truth of myself, see it and feel it and understand how I came to be it. Please reveal
to me through my feelings all the truth of myself You want me to see. I want to be as You want me to
be; I want to be true and perfect, Healed of all my rebelliousness and self- and feeling-denial; I want to
be good, loving, true and happy, please help me become true to myself, true to my soul, true to You.
Please Mother and Father help me, I’m in such bad pain, I feel so alone, so miserable, so scared, what’s
going to become of me, I don’t understand, what’s the point of me, why have You made me; please help
me see the truth of myself – all the truths of myself, nature, how to be in the world, of You both. I want
to know, I want to know it all through my feelings, all that there is to see, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth. Please help all my pain come to the surface of me so I can embrace and accept and express
it out of me. I want to use my feelings to uncover the truth they are to show me; please help me to do
that.
Please Mother and Father love me. I want You to love me. I want to feel fully loved by You. I don’t
want anything else, only to be with You. Please, that is all I am asking.
Please make me feel how unloving I am. Please show me the horrible truth that I am. I want to see and
feel and understand the worst of me, please take me into my darkest scariest ugliest unwanted rejected
places within myself. I don’t want to feel all the dreadful pain that I know is there locked away inside
me, yet I do also want it all to come up and out of me, and I want to use it to see the truth of my
wrongness, the truth of how evil I am, the truth of my fucked up state. I no longer want to be false,
pretending I am okay, using my mind to make me falsely believe I am good, happy, loved and loving,
when I know I’m not. For how can I be when You’ve brought me into my unloving state, making me be
of it. And as You want me to experience being this negative way, please show me the whole truth of it.
I no longer want to deny any part of myself, or any of my bad feelings. I want them all to come up so I
can express them, emoting their pain, feeling how bad You’ve made me feel all my life and all through
my early life; I want to see why, and so reveal all the truth to myself. I want to be the living truth of
myself, living true to my feelings and the truth they give rise to. Please help me to do my Healing, and
please fill my soul with Your Divine Love.
The mind way is the ‘dead’ way; the feelings way is the ‘alive’ way.
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Examples of some prayers to God:
From ‘Feeling Healing’ by James Moncrief
Please God show me the truth of myself through my feelings.
Please help me see the truth about myself You want me to see.
And please help me feel all my repressed pain; please bring up all my bad feelings so I can express them
and see what it is they are to show me about myself, my life, and You.
And please help me work through my blocks, I want to Heal myself, I want to become true to myself
and true to my feelings and true to You – please help me do that.
Heavenly Mother and Father, I feel so bad, and I know I’m doing it to myself, but I can’t help it. I can’t
stop my compulsive addictions, so will you please bring up the buried feelings in me and show me the
reasons why I can’t stop. Please! I want to know – I REALLY WANT TO KNOW why I do them.
Please help me Mother and Father to uncover the truth of myself. Please, I beg you, please, please,
please show me the truth of them so I can give them up. I hate feeling bad, yet I know I must so I can
keep expressing my bad feelings to see the truth You want me to see, so please help me feel bad.

Please Mother and Father fill my heart and soul with Your Divine Love. Please give me Your Love.
Please love me and make me feel loved by You. I want to feel You close to me, I want You to hold me,
make me feel loved by You. I only want You and to do Your Will. Please help me bring up all my
repressed feelings so I can express them and uncover their truth. Please help me do my Healing. Please
give me Your Love.

I hate you Mother and Father; why have You given me such a shit awful life? I hate myself, I hate You,
I hate everything about my life. I feel so bad all the time. I’ve expressed so many bad feelings and still
I feel bad. It’s not fair, it’s not fair what You’ve done to me. I hate You! And I want You to help me
Heal myself, so I can stop feeling bad. You put me in the shit for whatever reasons, and I want You
now to help me get out of it and show me what it’s all been about. Please help me to Heal myself so I
no longer hate You.

I long for Your Divine Love Mother and Father. Please fill my soul with it. And please help me
uncover the truth of myself through my feelings. I want to see it all! And please make it all end, I’m so
tired of always feeling so bad, please take all my bad feelings away by making me feel them and
showing me the truth I am to see.
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Another version:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/true-gospel-revealed-anew-by-jesus-volume-1/the-prayer-givenby-jesus-as-the-only-prayer-vol-1-pg40-2/
Our Father, who art in heaven, we recognize:
That Thou Art--art all holy and loving and merciful, and that we are the children of Thy care and not the
subservient, sinful and depraved creatures that our false teachers would have us believe.
That we are the greatest of Thy creations and the most wonderful of all Thy handiwork, and that we are
the objects of Thy great Soul's love and tenderest care.
That Thy will is that we become at one with Thee and partake of Thy great love which Thou hast
bestowed upon us through Thy mercy and desire that we become, in truth, Thy children; and not through
the sacrifice and death of any one of Thy creatures, even though the world thinks that one Thy equal and
a part of Thy godhead.
That Thou will open up our souls to the inflowing of Thy love, and that then will come Thy holy spirit to
bring into our souls, this, Thy love in great abundance until our souls may be transformed into the very
essence of Thyself; and that there may come to us faith--such faith as will cause us to realize that we are
truly Thy children and that we are one with Thee in very substance and not in image only.
Let us have such faith as will cause us to know that Thou art our Father and the bestower of every good
and perfect gift, and that only we, ourselves, can prevent Thy love changing us from the mortal to the
immortal.
Let us never cease to realize that Thy love is waiting for each and all of us, and that when we come to
Thee with faith and earnest aspirations, Thy love will never be withholden from us.
Keep us in the shadow of Thy love every hour and moment of our lives, and help us to overcome all
temptations of the flesh and the influence of the powers of the evil ones who so constantly surround us
and endeavor to turn our thoughts away from Thee to the pleasures and allurements of this world.
We thank Thee for Thy love and for the possibility of receiving it, and believe that Thou art our Father-the loving Father who smiles upon us in our weakness, and is always ready to help us and take us to Thy
arms of love.
We pray thus with all the earnestness and longings of our soul, and trusting in Thy love give Thee all the
glory and honor and love that our finite souls can give.

Note: Following the writings of James Moncrief, one could consider that any reference to the Father, by
other relevant writers, may be read as a reference to ‘our Mother and Father’. Further, when considering
soul healing, then reference to Divine Love could be referred to as ‘Feeling Healing with Divine Love’.
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A Personal Adaptation of the Prayer for God’s Divine Love:

Joseph Babinsky

Our Father, who art in heaven, I recognise:
That You are holy and loving and kind, and that I am the child of Your care.
That I am the object of Your great Soul’s love and tender most care.
That Your will is that I become at-one with You and partake of Your great love, which You have given
me through Your desire that I become, in truth, Your child.
That You will open up my soul to the inflowing of Your love, and that then will come Your holy spirit
to bring into my soul, this, Your great love in great abundance until my soul may be transformed into the
very essence of Yourself; and that there may come to me faith – such faith as will cause me to realise
that I am truly Your child and that I am one with You.
Let me have such faith as will cause me to know that You are my Father and the giver of every good and
perfect gift, and that I only can hinder and stop the river of your inflowing love.
Let me never cease to realise that Your love is waiting for each and all of us, and that when anyone
comes to You with faith and earnest aspirations, Your love will never be withheld.
Keep me in the shadow of Your love every hour and moment of my life, and help me to remain
completely focused on this, your ever-present and unconditional love.
I thank You for Your love and for the possibility of receiving it, and believe that You are my Father –
the loving Father Who smiles upon me always and is always ready to help me and take me to Your arms
of love.
I pray this with all the earnestness and longings of my soul, and trusting in Your love give You all glory
and honour and love.

The opening up of the soul permits a permanent exchange with Divinity, a permanent recharge of
this healing energy that allows not only the re-establishment of lost health, but the continuity of
health, providing such a perfect balance, even in the physical body, that noxious agents like
bacteria and virus cannot find any opportunity to unchain pathological reactions, which we
commonly call illness.
But it is true that people without the benefit of Divine Love would lack the protective shield, which
the intrinsic healing energies of Divine Love provide for those who pray for our Heavenly Father’s
Grace.
Judas – August 19th, 2001
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Divine Love
The Gift that keeps Giving
A general universal platform on how to experience Divine Love
As more people become aware of the Divine Love, how to experience the Divine Love
required a need to provide a general universal platform that is simple yet an effective way
for one to experience Divine Love. People may learn about the availability of Divine
Love by word of mouth or from reading literature that introduces this gift for our soul,
and also by participating with group dynamics where the Divine Love is introduced and
discussed. The essence of this standard platform is its independence so that the
individual may feel guided to include this simple platform in their daily life and
experience of Divine Love.
The platform introduced here is a technique that is simple, constant, practical and has
been utilised in the general public for over 20 years with good consistent results,
accommodating participants and their diversity of belief and cultural background. This
platform is a reliable place to begin with the experience of Divine Love. It needs to be
confirmed that accepting Divine Love rests with our soul and heart and that to experience
this Love will comfort one in their individual faith experience as we all aspire toward the
greater reality of Love, Truth and Spirit.
A Universal Platform on How to Experience the Divine Love:
Firstly, you are aware now that you can experience the Divine Love.
Find a comfortable chair; sit down in a relaxed and normal position.
Close your eyes and take 3 deep single breaths in through your nose and out through your
mouth to clear energy and to relax into this experience. Have a little faith and proceed
without great expectations.
Gently turn your inner heart and voice to the Soul, God in faith when you feel ready, ask
the Soul, God with your own loving voice for an inflowing of Divine Love. Having
asked sincerely, there is no need to continuously ask. The Soul, God hears sincere love
in the asking and so The Spirit that brings the Love acts, and Divine Love is now flowing.
Having asked once, you will be receiving the Divine Love.
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Proceed without expectation on what will happen as you experience the Love.
Sometimes your mind may wander – or there are thoughts, feelings or physical
sensations. Experiencing the Divine Love is never a forceful experience.
Continue for as long as you feel you would like to. This may be for 5 minutes or 20
minutes or an hour. Time will vary for the needs of the individual or group.
Take another few deep breaths to assist your focus. Give our love to the Soul, God and in
our own voice inwardly say this Soul, God that you love this Soul and are grateful to
receive this Divine Love.
Then when you feel ready, open your eyes and take another deep breath or two, and this
closes the experience.
Some helpful hints:
 This general universal platform on how to experience the Divine Love is
uncomplicated. Some people have utilised this platform for over 20+ years,
never needing to change.
 The essence of this standard platform is to experience the Divine Love in a
comfortable way therefore this technique needs to be simple, effective and
inclusive.
 Experiencing the Divine Love can be a long-term experience so to have a
practical, simple, functional standard platform solves a lot of problems about
how to experience the Divine Love.
 From this general platform people who like prayer or meditation, reflection,
spirit communication, or just being in and with the Love can extend their
experience from this standard position.
 Lastly, enjoy! And know that when a person is experiencing the Divine Love
that one is in the tender care of the Soul God, and that no spirit interference
will happen, for no spirit can interfere with the Sovereignty of Divine Love,
which is God’s Alone!
 Enjoy, Celebrate and Shine!

A gift of experience from Zara and Nicholas
endorsed by many, many others.
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The BEAUTIFUL MIRACLE:

5 Oct 2012

The DIVINE UNIVERSE

The way in which the Spirit conveys the Divine Love into the soul is a beautiful miracle. The
attribute of mortal soul prior to incarnation has to it, a potential within it that is part of its formed
nature. After the soul incarnates this potential remains part of the soul and even if the forming
personality is unaware of such a soul potential, the potential still exists. The Divine Love is entirely
suitable in its energy of harmony to be the energy that a mortal soul can utilise. The Spirit covers the
spirit body when the individual sincerely asks the Soul of God for the Divine Love and this covering
of the spirit body is where the dynamic of this beautiful miracle takes place. From the internal
longing of the individual for the Divine Love this activates the Spirit Law that activates the Spirit that
is then attracted to the spirit body upon which the Spirit material of the spirit body draws the Divine
Love in to its soul and this union completes. The key here is to gain a perceptive insight into
realising that the spirit body is not an inert body but that it is living and has activity, recognisable
from its first forming from the Spirit Law that materialises a spirit body. The Spirit and the spirit
body to give an analogy are like two attracting magnets and when the surface of the spirit body is
touched by the Spirit, this causes the automatic response of the Divine Love to permeate into the
attribute of soul and so begins the transformation of energy from the natural into the Immortal Divine
Harmony. If the individual continues the receipt of Divine Love, the energy that is Divine Love
actively begins to change the soul and this is felt in the spirit body systems and can produce feelings
of love and elation. The spirit-mind begins to change as all spirit body systems are affected by the
changed condition now experienced in the soul as the soul becomes living and vital. In one’s
progression of this Divine transformation, the soul will mature enough from the amount of Divine
energy it receives and at that moment the surface of the spirit body and the Spirit are continuously
attracted to each other, then one is living in the presence of the Father in perfect harmony, and this
clarifies the truth about what it means to be truly at-one with God.
Soul within
spirit body
prior to receiving
Divine Love.

Divine Love being received
from The Spirit, covering the
spirit body of the requesting
personality.

Divine Love having been
assimilated within one’s soul,
now being reflected through the
radiance of the spirit body.
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SHINING TOWARD SPIRIT:
665. The Shining toward Truth

Vol III, p. 157, 14 Nov 2014 – 14 Mar 2015 Zara and Nicholas
www.lulu.com

It is I Matthew, a teacher of the Divine Love.
I have
communicated with you recently, now I desire to provide you with
a visual description of the Love.
Imagine a continuous Energy shining light blue that is unbroken with a seamless surface that surround
every mortal and Immortal spirit. Imagine if you were to become aware that this energetic field of lightblue Energy existed in its shining radiance just near where you are. Now that you are aware that this
unbroken Divine Love is unified energetic field of living Love, by opening toward the Soul of God and
aspiring for the Divine Love, the Acting Spirit gently brings a small portion of this shining blue Energy
into your soul
The Divine Love that you have received remains part of this great Energy that the Divine Love is and
even though this small portion of Divine Love, now within your soul, in its shining radiance and
energetic cause, it is never separated from the continuous energetic field of Energy that the Divine Love
is. Having partaken of this Energy it is with perception that one is aware that the Divine Love within
one’s soul is the same Divine Love that every person and spirit who has partaken of this Love,
participates with. Even though in our individuality we partake of this Divine Energy, this Love is never
broken away from the Source and Origin from which this Divine Love emanates.
The Divine Love is bestowed into our finite soul by the Acting Spirit, but this Spirit remains in contact
with our spirit body and does not enter the finite soul to become part of our finite soul essence that we
are. No mortal or Immortal spirit can manifest in their soul the Acting Spirit so that this Spirit – this
Holy Spirit – becomes part of our existing finite sprit body. Only the Divine Love and its Energy
becomes part of our finite soul, which causes the change to our spirit body. The Acting Spirit always
remains its own attribute and never does a Celestial spirit claim ownership or take possession of the
Acting Spirit within their soul. (The Holy Spirit / Acting Spirit is an instrument of the Source Soul, our
Father.)
This is one of the wonderful Truths by which we who have been transformed by the Divine Love
understand our personal relationship with the Father’s ever-present Acting Spirit. The shining Energy of
Divine Love is all around us and when we have partaken of this Love, part of our finite nature becomes
independently shining in this true perfect Love.
I provide these words that may appeal to those who are visual and to express the universal appearance of
the Divine Love and the personal touch when in contact with the Acting Spirit.
Matthew (Apostle)

Whilst we are receiving our Heavenly Parents’ Divine Love, and that this Love is causing
change within our soul and spirit attributes, the greatest Truth known to man and spirit is that
this is the way our Mother and Father are actually loving us! When we progress, it is God’s
way of loving us into love and then we live what we are, love.
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To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, being one’s soul, is by embracing Feeling
Healing so to clear emotional injuries and errors. With the Love, then one is also
Soul Healing. We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully
acknowledge that we’re feeling them, express them fully, all whilst longing for the
truth they are to show us.
Our salvation IS by embracing Feeling Healing with the Divine Love.
God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.
Please Mother and Father, may I receive Your LOVE.
“Every day is a day of devotion.”
Follow your heart, follow your love and do that in loving action, your inner love leads in your asking
the Soul of God to receive a little of the Love to strengthen one’s resolve to heal.

“I love you Father.” “Let the Divine Love proclaim its energy into my soul.”
“Mother – Father, I desire your Love and I am loving you.”
“Soul God, I love you and I love receiving and experiencing your Divine Love.”
“True Soul God, I am here, I am aware of your Love. Please hear my aspiration for
your Love and as I approach you from my soul, I can feel your Love in the way that
you are loving my soul.”
Try it; give the Feeling Healing and Love a go! If you want to shine, receive the Love.
One can simply receive the Love without following any religious or spiritual teaching taught by man!
Emotional errors and injuries cause encrustment around the soul, the soul is never damaged however,
the encrustments retard love energy flow to and from the soul. Feeling Healing melts such injuries.

The Three Great Truths:
 “God is Soul, being our Heavenly Mother and Father;
 that each individual soul is a duplex – both male and female;
 and that the Divine Love is freely available for all to receive.”
PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
(Medical – Spiritual References)
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a
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GROWTH in LOVE ENHANCES the QUALITY of YOUR LAW of ATTRACTION EVENTS:
As one grows in love, then one’s quality of life steadily improves. As we grow into a more loving state
then our law of attraction events become more life enhancing. Our desires progressively move away
from fear based foundations towards love based endeavours.
Our physical health steadily improves; many early life health issues simply subside and no longer
trouble us.
All aspects of our life progressively becomes more joyful. We become examples of love and growth.
Our desires become love focused, that is, fear based intellectualisation drops away. Life becomes a
living event in harmony with all that surrounds one.

Level of
Consciousness
600 +
500 - 600
400 - 500
300 - 400
200 - 300
100 - 200
50 - 100
< 50

Correlation of Levels of Consciousness and Society Problems
Rate of
Happiness Rate
Unemployment
Rate of Poverty
“Life is OK”
0%
0.0%
100%
0%
0.0%
98%
2%
0.5%
79%
7%
1.0%
70%
8%
1.5%
60%
50%
22.0%
15%
75%
40.0%
2%
95%
65.0%
0%

Rate of
Criminality
0.0%
0.5%
2.0%
5.0%
9.0%
50.0%
91.0%
98.0%

Law of Attraction:
The winds of change stir the sea of emotion and dash the waves against the shore of the physical.
WHAT DIVINE LOVE does to YOU
What happens when divine love flows into you, via
the Holy Spirit, the soul enters a process of getting
larger and expanding. The soul expands
emotionally, primarily your capacity to experience
emotionally, passions and desires expands and
continues to expand exponentially. Every time you
go into a new and higher sphere of love your soul has
expanded in its power to give and receive love, and in
its power to do everything else.
The soul has an infinite capacity to expand, but only
under one condition, that is, if it receives divine love.
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EXPERIENCING RECEIVING DIVINE LOVE:
Be still and quiet; reflect in silence. Love is present. Keep asking,
longing, and never cease: this is your part. It is your cooperation
actively engaged that brings the transformation and continues the
process.
You cannot see it; sometimes you will experience it as simple
quietness and calmness. This is as pure and real as any other
experience, whether demonstrative joy through laughter and
dance, or other expressions.
Divine Love is present; it is always present. It does not fade or
disappear. Rest, relax and breathe. Pray and wait.
Maintain daily prayer and meditation. When you do this you are
building a home for the dwelling of the Divine Love. Your
continual invitations establish an attitude of welcome to the Divine
Love. These build a bridge for the Divine Love to carry you to new
and higher levels of change and transformation: places of new
realms for your soul growth and development.
The Voice of Divine Love
≈≈≈≈≈
As the receiving of the Love is always assured when longed for and
asked for, the experience of receiving may become apparent by the
occurrence of a warming embrace in the region of the third eye chakra,
or with some, around the heart chakra region. This may be very subtle
and gentle for some and may be for a few moments or extend for some
time. Many do not physically feel the Love embracing them and this is
totally fine, nevertheless the Love is being received.
On a few occasions, one may feel the love through the third eye region
and then feel it expand as if it were to become a warming buzzing ‘hat
band’ progressively expanding around one’s head. This can intensify
and feel as though one’s cranium is about to pop off! Should this
continue to intensify, then the sensation may flow down one’s main
meridian to the base of one’s spine. Now that is something else! Relax
and enjoy the great gift for this can be an experience that may continue
for a short while or for quite some time.
Always, when one longs for the Love, it will shower over one’s body
and be absorbed in through the spirit body chakras into one’s soul.
Occasionally the Love will overflow from one’s soul and some will
reside within one’s spirit body. At no time will you be discomforted.
This light golden blue energy substance is the ultimate high octane
super fuel gifted to us by our Heavenly Parents to us all.
MoC 1,500
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REFERENCE MATERIAL:
Power vs Force
– Dr David R Hawkins
Truth vs Falsehood
– Dr David R Hawkins
Healing and Recovery
– Dr David R Hawkins
Letting Go
– Dr David R Hawkins
When the Body Says No
– Dr Gabor Mate
Cure by Crying
– Thomas A Stone
The Emotion Code
– Dr Bradley Nelson
The Healing Code
– Dr Alexander Loyd
The Journey
– Brandon Bays
The Journey for Kids
– Brandon Bays
The Body is the Barometer of the Soul
– Annette Noontil
The Secret Language of your Body
– Inna Segal
Home Coming
– John Bradshaw
Deadly Emotions
– Dr Don Colbert
German New Medicine
– http://learninggnm.com/home.html
www.lulu.com www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com

Primary recommended reading:
consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus
2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935
xxx as primary reading
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm

Everything is interconnected.
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Primary recommended reading: consider commencing with: Paul – City of Light
The Book of Truths
1914 – 1923 xxx – Joseph Babinsky
containing the Padgett Messages or
Little Book of Truths
– Joseph Babinsky
True Gospel Revealed anew by Jesus Vol I, II, III, IV
xxx – Geoff Cutler
The Rejected Ones
2002 – 2003 xxx – James Moncrief
Messages from Mary & Jesus
2003
xxx – James Moncrief
Paul – City of Light
2005
xxx – James Moncrief
Mary Magdalene and Jesus'
comments on the Padgett Messages
2007 – 2010 xxx – James Moncrief
Speaking with Mary Magdalene & Jesus 2013 – 2014 xxx – James Moncrief
Sage and the Healing Angels of Light
2017
xxx – James Moncrief
Road map of Universe and history of Universe:
The Urantia Book
1925 – 1935
xxx as primary reading
Divine Love supporting reading:
Revelations
1954 – 1963
– Dr Daniel Samuels
Judas of Kerioth
2001 – 2003
– Geoff Cutler
The Golden Leaf
2008
– Zara & Nicholas
The Richard Messages
2012 – 2013
– James Reid
The Divine Universe
2012 – 2013
– Zara & Nicholas
Family Reunion Afterlife Contact
2014 – 2015
– Joseph Babinsky
Traveller, An Immortal Journey
2014 – 2015
– Zara & Nicholas
Destiny, Eternal Messages of Divine Love 2015 – 2016
– Zara & Nicholas
Feeling Healing
2017
– James Moncrief
Religion of Feelings
2017
– James Moncrief
The Way of Divine Love
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love – The Greatest Truth in the World
– Joseph Babinsky
The Human Soul
– Joseph Babinsky
Divine Love Flowing
– Joseph Babinsky
The Truth
– Werner Voets
Through the Mists, The Life Elysian, The Gate of Heaven
– Robert James Lees
Life in the World Unseen
– Anthony Borgia
Gone West
– J M S Ward
Post Mortem Journal
– Jane Sherwood
After Death / Letters from Julia
– William T Stead
Thirty Years Among the Dead
– Carl A Wickland
A Wanderer in the Spirit Land
– Franchezzo
Life Beyond the Veil Vol I thru to V – Rev George Vale Owen – Geoff Cutler
The Holy Bible from the Ancient Eastern Text
– Dr George M Lamsa
Available generally from:
www.lulu.com
www.amazon.com
www.bookdepository.com
For Divine Love focused websites and forums:
Pascas Health:
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
Spiritual Development:
http://new-birth.net/spiritual-subjects/
Padgett Books:
http://new-birth.net/padgetts-messages/
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.htm
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James Moncrief’s books, the Padgett Messages and The Urantia Book at:
DIVINE LOVE SPIRITUALITY – DLS:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
All Padgett Messages (for condensed versions – see below)
1914 – 1923 Pages 945
The Urantia Book
(see suggested papers to read below)
James Moncreif Books:
MoC
The Rejected Ones – the Feminine Aspect of God
1,490 Nov 2002 – Jan 2003 228
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 1
1,485 Feb – Apr 2003
189
Messages from Mary and Jesus book 2
1,485 Apr – Oct 2003
170
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 1
Aug 2007
164
Messages from 31 May 1914 – 12 January 1915
1,495
Mary Magdalene and Jesus' comments on the Padgett Messages – book 2
Sep 2010
177
Messages from 13 January 1915 – 29 August 1915
1,494
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 1
1,490 Jan – Apr 2013
206
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 2
1,489 Apr – May 2013
229
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 3
1,490 Oct – Jan 2014
187
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus blog – book 4
1,491 Jan – May 2014
191
Mary Magdalene comments on Revelation from the Bible KJV
1,485 Dec 2013 – Jan 2014 84
This group being pages of 1,825
Paul – City of Light
1,488.5
2005 149
Ann and Terry
2013 235
Feeling bad? Bad Feelings are GOOD!
feeling-healing book 1
2006 179
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
feeling-healing book 2
2006 159
Breaking the Golden Rule.
feeling-healing book 3
2006 168
Feeling-Healing exercises, and other healing points to consider.
2009 175
Cathy and Mark – a novel introducing Feeling-Healing.
2010 151
Introduction course to Divine Love Spirituality
2006 139
Speaking with the Dead, Death and Dying
2009 173
Spirits and their Childhood Repression Healing
2010 179
With Verna – a nature spirit
2008 279
Communication with spirits – meet a spirit friend
2010
37
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality website
362
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
2017 260
Divine Love Spirituality
1,500
2017 201
Feeling Healing – you can heal yourself through your feelings
2017 153
Religion of Feelings
1,500
2017
47
This group being pages of 3,046
Religion of Feelings
http://religionoffeelings.weebly.com/
Introduction to Divine Love Spirituality
http://dlspirituality.weebly.com/
Main website of DLS
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/
Childhood Repression website
http://childhoodrepression.weebly.com/
DLS and CR forum
http://dlscr.freeforums.net/
http://withmarymagdaleneandjesus.weebly.com/blog---and-free-books-speaking-with-mary-and-jesus
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FEELING HEALING and SOUL HEALING with the DIVINE LOVE:
James Moncrief Publications:
all publications are free downloads:
http://divinelovesp.weebly.com/my-free-books-and-free-padgett-messages.html
It is suggested for one to consider reading as follows:
Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus – books 1 – 4
These four books encapsulate the second of the revelations with the first having been introduced by
James Padgett one hundred years previously. These four books provide a wide range of guidance that
has never previously been made available.
Paul – City of Light
As a gentle intro into the Divine Love and Healing; being James Moncrief’s first novel and it’s been
criticised as being to heavily clichéd, but that’s the point because it’s a reflection of how he was back
then.
Ann and Terry
For an example of people who might want to immediately start working on them selves and doing their
Healing.
Feeling Bad? Bad feeling are GOOD
For more understanding about our denial of our feelings and why we should not deny our feelings, and it
includes how it all came about for James, using himself as an example.
Feeling bad will make you feel BETTER – Eventually!
This includes specific examples of Marion and James working on expressing particular bad feelings,
again with the hope that it will help others gain something of an idea as to what’s involved in doing your
Feeling Healing.
Sage – and the Healing Angels of Light
Through Sage who's 13 years old, the story is primarily about the two aspects of healing; that being,
with the help of our angels, and the full Healing we can do by looking to our feelings for their truth.
Religion of Feelings
Feeling Healing

Welcome to LOVE – the Religion of Feelings
you can heal yourself through your feelings

So these books, including the four Speaking with Mary Magdalene and Jesus books, provide the essence
of it all and are examples of James’ work. Then it’s up to whatever takes one’s fancy. Other reading to
consider may include:
The Padgett Messages being published as:
The True Gospel Revealed Anew by Jesus volumes 1 – 4
Book of Truths by Joseph Babinsky
The Urantia Book

Release one’s pain through expressing one’s feelings.
in conjunction with
Longing for the Truth when also longing for Divine Love.
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FEELING HEALING with DIVINE LOVE is SOUL HEALING:
A collection of ‘papers’ that draw together specific topics including all of the above and more from other
sources of information and revelation designed to help increase one’s awareness about why we have the
problems we do and how to heal them, all whilst living a more healthy and sustainable life. They
provide a brief snapshot of the more complicated topics and issues.
Firstly, consider discovering the truth of your emotional pain through Feeling Healing.
Secondly, consider longing for our Heavenly Parents’ Love as you progress with your healing.
Primary and most important readings are the writings of James Moncrief.
Then consider the Padgett Messages, and then The Urantia Book.
Pascas Papers, being free, are located within the Library Downloads www.pascashealth.com
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html
PASCAS – document schedule.pdf
downloadable index to all Pascas Papers.
FH denotes Feeling Healing; SH denotes Soul Healing, which is: Feeling Healing with the Divine Love;
DL denotes Divine Love – living with the Love.
PASCAS INTRODUCTION NOTES: All papers below can be found at Library Downloads link..
Pascas Care Letters A Huge Upturn
Pascas Care Letters Big Revelation
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Benefits Children
Pascas Care Letters Feeling Healing Way
Pascas Care Letters Little Children
Pascas Care Letters Women’s Liberation and Mother
MEDICAL – EMOTIONS:

Pascas Care – Feeling Healing
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing All is Within
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Health
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and History
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Parenting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Rebellion
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Starting
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing and Will
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Angel Assistance
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Being Unloved
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Child Control
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Childhood Repression
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing End Times
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing is Rebelling
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Live True
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Mary Speaks
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing My Soul
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Perfect State
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Revelations X 2
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing the Future
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Trust Yourself
Pascas Care – Feeling Healing Versus Cult

PA S
SCA
PER
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DIVINE LOVE and DIVINE TRUTH Revelations and Teachings escalating:

As we progressively become
aware the availability of Divine
Love and embrace our Soul
Healing, more and more
profoundly developed teachings
will be introduced to us by our
Celestial Spirit friends.
Divine Truth teachings will
continue to expand in detail and
complexity as we become ready
and willing to receive same
through doing our Feeling
Healing. This journey was
commenced for us by James
Padgett and James Moncrief.
101 Years: FEELING HEALING
and the DIVINE LOVE:
2013 – 2014 Speaking with MM & J
2007 – 2010 Comments on Padgett
2005
Paul – City of Light
2003
Messages Mary & Jesus
2002
The Rejected Ones
Various auxiliary writings including
1954 – 1963 Revelations via Samuels
1914 – 1923 Padgett Messages

Are we ready and willing
to embrace what is
waiting for us to enjoy?

We are a young experiential
inhabited planet. As we grow in
Love and embrace our Feeling
Healing, then we become into a
condition by which we can ask for
and receive guidance in how to
achieve developments for the
benefit of all of humanity.
As we apply these gifts freely for
the welfare of all, then we will be
provided assistance to advance
our capabilities. Energy enables
communications which in turn
enables universal education.
With education everything is
possible.

UNIVERSAL Roadmap and Structure
1925 – 1935 The Urantia Book
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God's Divine Love: Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it.

Oliver Twist asked:
Please, sir, I want some more!
Maybe we should simply ask:
Please, Mother and Father, I want
some more!

Our Heavenly Parents simply desires for us to ask for Their Love.
By living true to ourselves, true to our feelings, we are living true to God. It’s that simple.

PRAYER for DIVINE LOVE:
library download pages at
www.pascashealth.com
Kindly visit the library download pages at www.pascashealth.com as further recordings are added.
Should you click on the audio files, you will also be able to download the audio file onto your computer.
Prayer for Divine Love – from the Padgett Messages
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/Prayer%20for%20Divine%20Love%20from%20the%20Padgett%20Messages.mp3

The Voice of Divine Love
http://www.pascashealth.com/index.php/library.html?file=files/opensauce/Downloads/MEDICAL%20%20SPIRITUAL%20REFERENCES/The%20Voice%20Of%20Divine%20Love.m4a

Long and pray for Divine Love and it will loosen the errors / injuries / unhealed / denied
trapped and/or inherited emotions, resulting in a flowing out, when one embraces Feeling
Healing, of these negative embellishments within one’s soul as Divine Love flows in – Divine
Love being the greatest gift in all the universe.

